Multimode Mobile Magic
IC-290H & IC-490A
ICOM's latest state of the art 2 meter and 440MHz multimode transceivers.

**IC-290H**

- **25 Watts of Power.** A full 25 watts in all modes gives extra communication range in the IC-290H.
- **Green LED Readout.** For improved readability in bright sunlight.
- **Dual VFO's.** Provide ease in making frequencies. Tuning rates are 5kHz in FM, 100Hz in CW and SSB, and 1kHz with the tuning speed button pushed.
- **Priority Channel.** Any memory channel can be monitored for activity on a sample basis, every 5 seconds, without disruption of a QSO conducted on a VFO frequency.
- **Adjustable Power Levels.** Both the hi and lo power levels are independently adjustable for meeting simplex or amplifier input requirements.
- **Squelch in All Modes.** Standard noise squelch in FM and AGC derived squelch for CW and SSB reduce fatigue factors and allow scanning silently while looking for band openings or satellite signals.

**Multimode Capability.** FM, SSB, and CW modes provide solid communication modes for repeater, simplex, satellite or the CW enthusiast. Sidetone is provided on CW.

**Adjustable Duplex Splits.** Offset may be changed from its initial value by pressing the priority button while in VFO mode, then rotating the main tuning knob. The offset is displayed on the frequency readout.

**Scanning (S/S).** Memory scanning and full or programmable band scan are standard features. Internal switches select busy/empty modes, adjustable delay or carrier operated resume, and full or program band scan.

**Memory Backup.** The optional, heat sink mounted, 8U1 memory backup battery option provides retention of memory when moving the transceiver from one power source to another.

**Touchtone Microphone Supplied.** Each unit comes with a touchtone microphone as the standard unit microphone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IC-290H</th>
<th>IC-490A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Freq. Range (MHz)</strong></td>
<td>143.8-148.199</td>
<td>430.0-439.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power</strong></td>
<td>Hi 25</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lo 1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Memories</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial Offset</strong></td>
<td>600KHz</td>
<td>5MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1MHz Up Button</strong></td>
<td>Not Req'd</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Normal</strong></td>
<td>FM1 5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tuning</strong></td>
<td>FM2 Not used</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rates</strong></td>
<td>SSB 0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(KHz)</strong></td>
<td>CW 0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IC-490A**
The operational characteristics of the IC-490A are the same as the IC-290H except for the features outlined in the following chart.

**ICOM**
The World System
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Ellipsis...

AN EDITORIAL BY VERN RIPORTELLA, WA2LQQ*

North American amateurs recently witnessed a milestone in amateur radio communications. On the evening of March 3, ARRL President Victor C. Clark, W4KFC, sat in his modest home in rural Clifton, Virginia. But the rural setting would only bely the fact that at that moment Vic sat at the nucleus of an unprecedented amateur radio communications network.

Amateurs had established around Vic a network of terrestrial repeaters and hf links that would bring W4KFC into contact with tens of thousands of amateurs across 39 states and the Province of Ontario. The scope of this undertaking was breathtaking and its implementation by W0TN and his colleagues at the Honeywell Amateur Radio Club in Minneapolis was satisfying.

"Why," you might well ask, "is Orbit and AMSAT interested in the goings-on on those 'pedestrian' repeaters?"

Besides the fact that ARRL's Mr. Clark is an articulate individual with both mission AND message, Orbit believes there are other aspects that should not be overlooked. We are especially stimulated to look beyond the bedazzling technology and the polish of W4KFC's presentation to find a rich symbolism and the spectre of enormously powerful forces lurking.

It should seem apparent to those who've followed the evolution of amateur satellites that the day would come when OSCAR would cross the threshold to maturity. After an extended adolescence OSCAR appears ready for the rites of Spring to be played out in the jungles of French Guiana this June. The mature bird will offer the amateur world a communications tool unprecedented in history. In fact, there exists today no parallel nor does the commercial segment even offer the prospect of a communications tool so powerful as will be OSCAR 10. It is in the realm of communications power that we see parallels between W4KFC's presentation and the new OSCAR.

While with considerable skill and preparation W0TN and crew contrived the network which reached out to tens of thousands, it took coordination, consultation and consternation to pull it together. With Phase IIIB, within a few months of the time you are reading this, a network of thousands could be pulled together very quickly indeed! The new OSCAR will view more than half the world's amateur population much of the time and up to 80% on occasion. The potential for great good is enormous. Unfortunately the potential for disruption also exists.

Every day that the new OSCAR orbits the earth will open new opportunities for amateurs to pull together to overcome the inherent problems that absence of reliable communications inevitably promote. Every day can mean an upgrade in the speed and accuracy with which important issues can be brought before the entire amateur radio community. Every hour can mean new inroads to easing the logjams of communications present in today's crowded hf bands.

How will amateurs respond to the challenge and potential of this new, powerful resource—this magnificent new communications tool? We are very optimistic about it. If we weren't we would have rolled belly-up when Phase IIIA took a bath. Surely there will be new problems to counter. Language problems and claims of "eminant domain" may arise. But given a spirit of cooperation by all combined with a healthy respect for the medium itself, we believe startup problems can be minimized. All it takes is a willingness to listen and cooperate in this new adventure we enter together.

The symbolism we saw in W4KFC's presentation was that of bringing technology to bear on a specific problem: getting across the ARRL message to amateurs. The result was certainly the high water mark for amateur radio communications power. But power comes in many "flavors". It is constituted of various forces. Throughout history the ability to inspire has universally led to power. The new OSCAR has built into it the potential for great power for good. With the inspiration of the greatest communication tool ever fielded by amateurs filling our sails, let us ply the ether for great good in what will always be recalled as the dawning of amateur radio's greatest age.

*Editor-In-Chief

March/April 1983
Antenna requirements for communication through the Mode L transponder of the Phase IIIB satellite are not easy to satisfy with off-the-shelf components. Required minimum gain ranges from 12 dBi for 50 watts of transmitter output to 24 dBi for a 3 watt output at 1270 MHz. These values span the range from a simple yagi to an efficient dish antenna. Linear element and loop element yagis for 1296 MHz are available but have insufficient bandwidth to work well in the 1269.15 to 1269.95 passband of the Mode L transponder.

If this isn’t a sufficient impediment, then the polarization problems may discourage many potential users. To avoid severe fading from satellite spin and to match the spacecraft antenna polarization, it will be necessary to use right hand circular polarization in transmitting and receiving antennas. It is difficult to obtain circular polarization from currently available 1296 MHz Yagis. These are not built as two independent, interleaved antennas at right angles although this is common practice at 70 cm. Loop yagis are even harder to use for circular polarization since this would require two balanced and phased feeds to the loop radiator.

Consequently I felt a small dish would represent the easiest type of antenna to construct for the Phase IIIB Mode L uplink as long as a suitable feed could be designed for circular polarization. For several years weather satellite hobbyists who have built stations to receive the GOES series of geostationary satellites broadcasting on 1691 MHz have used four foot diameter dish antennas sold by Montgomery Ward for UHF television. This antenna is built from 3/16 inch steel wire welded into the shape of a parabolic dish. It comes knocked down in two halves with a separate dipole and reflector feed. It is designed to be assembled with the support mast across the front of the dish tied to the post holding the feed dipole. There have been many adaptations of this assembly for GOES use at 1691 MHz, and the basic parts lend themselves to mounting in a variety of ways.

The dish is sold by Montgomery Ward as catalog #63A19293R and was priced at $39.95 in the 1982 catalog. It is 48 inches in diameter with a focal length of 18 inches giving an f/d of .375. If illuminated with 50% efficiency this would yield a gain of 21 dB at 1270 MHz with a –3 dB beamwidth of approximately 16 degrees. This kind of performance would match nicely to a 10 watt output transmitter at 1270 MHz; a power level which will soon be available from several sources in solid state.

Having decided on the basic reflector, it was necessary to choose a suitable feed system which could produce circular polarization. Here the experience of the EME community was helpful. Many EME stations use circular polarization at 70 cm and shorter to combat the effects of Faraday rotation on their signals. A popular feed in EME use at 1296 MHz is a circular horn with two quarter wave stub radiators inside set at right angles and fed 90 degrees out of phase. This produces the required circular polarization and is inherently unbalanced for simple coax feed.

For Mode L use, all that was necessary was to redesign the feed for 1270 MHz and devise a suitable scheme to feed the two radiator stubs 90 degrees out of phase. In addition, it seemed desirable to build a mount-
ing bracket which would not require the support boom to pass in front of the dish as in the original design. The last task proved easy, but the feed horn design turned out to require far more empirical adjustment than expected.

The dish surface is covered with ¼ inch mesh galvanized hardware cloth. This is available at many hardware stores in different widths. A 6 ft. by 4 ft. piece will be plenty. Because of the parabolic shape of the reflector, it cannot be covered in one piece. Four pieces of the cloth are suitable if applied with about two inches of overlap to the four quadrants of the dish. The means for mounting the dish to the boom is shown in Figure 1. A flat aluminum plate is made from 1/8 inch stock and fastened to the wire frame of the dish by standoff clamps at four corners of the plate. At the center, two spacer blocks clamp between the dish and mounting plate. The standoff clamps can be bent from 1/16 inch aluminum or 1/32 inch steel strap. They are clamped around the wires of the dish and fastened to the boom plate with 6-32 hardware. The two halves of the dish should first be bolted together at the edges using the original loops in the dish wire for this purpose. Then the boom plate is fastened to the back of the dish using the clamps. Be careful that the clamps do not pull the dish out of its natural shape; bend new ones if this appears to be happening. Then start applying the hardware cloth to the dish surface. Put it on one quadrant at a time and fasten to the dish wires with plastic ty-wraps. (Wire twists can be used too, but they are more time consuming.) Try to get a fastener every three inches or so along the dish wires. Overlap several inches when applying wire to the other quadrants. When finished with each quadrant, cut off the hardware cloth flush with the edge of the dish and carefully dress the wire ends down smooth. These ends can cut you severely if you are careless!! The completed dish will be quite rigid.

The feed horn proved to be the most difficult part of the project to design. It is basically a piece of circular waveguide operated above the TE11 mode cutoff and below the TM01 mode cutoff. It is excited by stub radiators approximately ¼ wave long and ½ wave from the closed end of the guide. This description provides enough guidance to choose the horn diameter. A #10 food can of the sort that institutional quantities of fruits or vegetables come in is 6.1 inches in diameter and 6.85 inches long. This diameter gives a TE11 cutoff of 1135 MHz and TM01 cutoff of 1484 MHz, neatly positioning 1270 MHz in between. The length should be approximately one wavelength long. This length turned out to be extremely important in tuning the feed for 1270 MHz and determining bandwidth. The diameter and length of the feed stubs are also important tuning factors determining primarily the input impedance. Much time was spent optimizing these dimensions with an HP swept return-loss measurement system. The result for a single feed stub (linear polarization) is 20 dB return loss at 1270 MHz over a 20 MHz bandwidth in a 50 ohm

Fig. 1 — Dish mounting plate clamps and spacers. Dimensions are given in inches.

Fig. 2 — Feed horn and radiator probes. Dimensions in inches.

Fig. 3 — 1270 MHz quad hybrid. Dimensions are in inches.

Fig. 4 — Wiring for right-hand circular polarization.
system. This corresponds to a 1.2:1 VSWR. Dimensions of the horn and placement of the feed stubs are shown in Figure 2. Two full length #10 cans and part of a third are soldered together. It is necessary to file or steel brush the rims very clean before soldering to get good solder flow. The feed stubs are made from a two inch length of 1/8 inch hobby brass tubing soldered to the post of a type N connector. Cut a hole in the assembled feed can to clear the rear insulator diameter of the type N connector and scrape paint away from the edges of the hole for about 1 inch diameter. Then solder the connector shell (already assembled to the brass stub) directly to the outside of the can. This will take a very hot iron and some patience but you should end up with a solder bead uniformly around the edge forming a weather seal. Don't try to use other than a type N as the power levels to be used require a low loss, accurate 50 ohm connector. Be sure to measure carefully to place the second connector and probe exactly 90 degrees around the can and at the same distance from the open end as the first one. After this, the can should be coated with plastic spray to prevent rusting.

The last required detail is a method of splitting the 50 ohm transmitter power into two lines with a phase difference of 90 degrees to feed the two radiator stubs. This is ideally handled by a 3 dB quadrature hybrid. The fourth terminal of the hybrid is terminated in 50 ohms and absorbs any reflections from the antennas. (It could alternately be fed to a power meter to continuously indicate VSWR.) In this case the hybrid and termination were designed to handle up to 100 watts forward power. To handle this power level the hybrid was designed on 1/16 inch teflon double sided board. It is a single square design shown in Figure 3. The shells of type N connectors are soldered directly to the top foil of the board with the post coming through and soldering to the hybrid pattern on the other side. The termination is made of two, 5 watt, 100 ohm carbon composition (NOT wirewound) resistors wired in parallel on the top of the board with extremely short ground leads soldered to the top foil. The other leads extend through the board and are soldered to the fourth hybrid arm again with leads as short as possible. The resistors are then liberally covered with RTV sealant and the board mounted as the cover of a 2½ inch by 3 inch by 1½ inch Pomona box. Four screws secure the board at the corners and the edges are covered with RTV for a weather seal. The Pomona box is secured to the rear of the horn feed with RTV. Two coax cables of equal length (16 inches is suitable) with type N connectors run to the two feed stubs in the can. Use RG213 or similar low loss cable. A little extra trouble and expense here will pay worthwhile dividends in lower system loss. Follow the connection pattern in Figure 4 for right hand circular polarization. Reversing the feed cables would yield left hand circular.

Figure 5 shows the mounting scheme and dimensions for attaching the feed horn assembly to the dish. The tripod legs are aluminum angle stock ½ by ½ inch. They are attached to the dish by U-clamps similar to those used on the boom mounting plate and secured by 4-40 hardware. At the horn, 10 inch pieces of the angle stock are fastened at equal 120 degree spacing around the diameter and the tripod legs fastened to them. The strips don't have to be 10 inches long but if you want a fine adjustment for focus you can mill a slot along these strips to receive the screw from the leg and move the feed horn easily in and out. The weight of the assembly is approximately 20 pounds. A counterweight on the mounting boom will be essential.

The end result is shown in Figure 6 as mounted on a cross boom at the opposite end from a 70 cm crossed yagi downlink antenna. The complete antenna measured through the hybrid shows a return loss of about 15 dB over a 50 MHz bandwidth. This is equivalent to a VSWR of 1.4:1 or a reflected power of about 6%. When fed with 100 watts forward power the reflected 6 watts results in noticable heating of the 100 ohm resistors on the hybrid. In early tests some RG58 cable and BNC connectors were used. This caused very hot cable at 100 watts forward power and even at the 10 watt level should be avoided because these losses are so easily reduced by using the larger cable and connectors. This antenna system fulfills all of the requirements for Mode L uplink use at high or low power levels. At a lower level of 10 watts input, the resulting EIRP of approximately 1 kW should be adequate for transponder communication and offers the advantage of a greatly simplified transmitter final output stage within reach of solid state devices.
The Phase I1IB Transponders

By Werner Haas, DJ5KQ

Seven days after launch, both transponders on the Phase I1IB satellite will start routine operation, signalling a new era in Amateur Radio communications. After a decade of development and improvement, the world's most advanced amateur communications satellite will undertake its most important mission: unifying the world's hams through the medium of radio in the spirit of world-wide hams cooperation that created the spacecraft (s/c) itself.

The new and exciting chapter in ham radio's history will begin just five days after an apogee kick motor hurls the s/c into a highly elliptical orbit, making the two on-board transponders accessible for up to 15 hours a day.

The launch failure of the Ariane 2 booster on May 23, 1980 and the resultant loss of the Phase IIIA satellite gave designers a chance to reconsider the configuration of the planned Phase I1IB unit. Two major changes resulted: a second transponder was added to allow operation in the L band (24-cm uplink/70-cm downlink)\(^1\) as well as U band (70-cm uplink/2-m downlink)\(^2\) and the solid-propellant kick motor was replaced by a liquid-propellant unit from the West German manufacturer Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm (MBB). Changes have also been made to the two transponders to keep them current with the state of the art. Both units are now built on printed circuit boards. This facilitated construction of spare modules for the current s/c as well as boards for upcoming Phase III missions.

The functional block diagram (Fig. 1) shows both transponders, along with the control, switching, and onboard computer systems. The right-hand side of the diagram shows the communications system with its high-gain and omnidirectional antennas, as well as the associated computer-controlled switching unit.

The U-transponder: UHF up and VHF down

The U transponder (Fig. 2) is a linear converter with a 150-kHz bandwidth extending from 435.025 to 435.175 MHz on the uplink side and 145.825 to 145.975 MHz on the downlink. Also, two beacons operate through this transponder: a general or G-beacon at 145.810 MHz with information of general interest to s/c users as well as an engineering or E-beacon at 145.987 MHz with phase-shift keyed (PSK) 400-bit/s data about the satellite's internal systems. The maximum power output

\(^1\)Called Mode L
\(^2\)Called Mode B

Fig. 1 — Phase I1IB functional block diagram.
of the two-meter downlink is 50-watts PEP, or an average of 10 to 12 watts.

For a 20 dB s/n ratio on the two-meter downlink, the satellite user must generate 21.5 dBW effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) for the uhf uplink. This corresponds to a transmitter power of 10 watts into a 12-dBi antenna. For reception, an antenna with an excess of 10-dBi gain is recommended. This assumes a receiver noise figure of 5 dB and a bandwidth of 2.4 kHz. With an adequate receiver, the engineering beacon on two meters will be heard with a s/n ratio of at least 17 dB.

The input section of the U transponder (Fig. 3) consists of a 4-pole filter that offers more than 60-dB attenuation of the harmonically related two-meter downlink transmitter. Attenuation at 436 MHz is a modest 0.9 dB over a 50-MHz bandwidth.

Careful selection of the bipolar input transistor, a BFR 91A, has kept the converter's noise figure to 2.6 dB. Although a better figure could have been obtained with a metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) transistor, those devices would be damaged by the intense radiation in the Phase IIIB orbit.

A two-stage converter mixes the 435-MHz input signal to 53 MHz and then to 10.7 MHz. At the latter intermediate frequency, the signal is passed through a radar-blanker that limits all pulses that exceed the peak level of the passband by 6 dB. A 10.7-MHz crystal filter, with a 150-kHz bandwidth, allows up to 50 simultaneous conversations (QSOs), assuming 3 kHz per station. However, due to the narrowband nature of many amateur transmissions, including cw and radio teletypewriter (RTTY), many more QSOs can be accommodated within the 150-kHz passband.

For image-frequency suppression, the signal is mixed to 28 MHz. At this frequency, the two beacon signals are introduced into the signal chain. The G-beacon transmits cw, RTTY with a 170-Hz shift, or PSK data at 400 bits/s. While transmissions from the G-beacon will be of considerable interest to the general amateur community, the E-beacon's PSK data will be of principal interest to command stations. Demodulation and display of E-beacon data on a video monitor is described by Dr. Karl Meinzer, DJ4ZC, in the West German publication cq-DL.

After linear amplification, the 28-MHz signal is supplied to an envelope demodulator. The amplitude component of the signal is sent to the HELAPS (High Efficiency Linear Amplification by Parametric Synthesis) modulator while the phase component arrives at a push-pull transmitter mixer through a multistage limiter.

When mixed with the output of a 117-MHz oscillator, the 28.5 MHz passband signal is converted to a 1-mW signal at 145 MHz. Not yet potent enough for transmission, the signal is boosted, by a two-stage amplifier, to 500 mW, the power level needed to drive the final amplifier. The amplitude signal and the phase component are combined, within the final amplifier, into a linear signal output (Fig. 4).

The final-amplifier module (Fig. 5) includes a number of sub-assemblies for use by both the U and L transponders. The power amplifier for the U transponder uses two paralleled 25-watt PEP tran-

---

Fig. 2 — The U-transponder 435/145.9 MHz built by Werner Haas, DJ5KO.
sistors. Amplifier efficiency, at 40 percent, is some three times better than could be expected from a common linear amplifier. Parametric synthesis, the job of the HELAPS modulator, accounts for this significantly greater power output.

Crowded into the amplifier module, in addition to the two sets of solid-state finals, are the phasing lines (used to match those transistors), harmonic filters, and dc-to-dc converters. The receiver's automatic gain control (agc) circuit, also nestled into the module, provides a 30-dB control range per transponder.

Completing the U-transponder package are right-hand circularly polarized antennas. Each has 8 dB of gain.

The communications system includes a separate command receiver (CMD) for the on-board computer. A portion of the 10.7-MHz signal is tapped from the U transponder ahead of its crystal filter. This signal is mixed to 9 MHz and is demodulated by a 3-kHz bandwidth ssb receiver. After some processing, the CMD signal is passed to the on-board computer. Search logic (afc) facilitates contact with the s/c by ground-based command stations.

The L Transponder: Ushering in OSCAR microwaves

The 800-kHz bandwidth of the L transponder, from 1269.05 to 1269.85 MHz offers the satellite enthusiast as much operating space as the 15- and 20-meter hf bands combined. Downlink reception extends from 436.15 to 436.95 MHz in a band shared with a G-beacon at 436.05 MHz and an E-beacon at 436.02 MHz. Although the transponder's maximum power output is 50 watts PEP, the average is approximately 10 to 12 watts.

Despite the distances that will often separate the ground-based station and the satellite, uplink power requirements are relatively modest. At 24 cm, the user's station should be capable of generating an EIRP of 28.8 dBW. This corresponds to 3 watts from the transmitter into a 24-dBi antenna. Alternatively, 50 watts delivered to a 12-dBi antenna will produce the same results.

For reception of the uhf downlink, an antenna with greater than 13.5-dBi gain must be used. This assumes a receiver noise figure of 3 dB and a 2.4-kHz bandwidth. With such a receiver, a monitoring station will enjoy a 17-dB signal from the engineering beacon.

The input to the L transponder consists of a double-conversion strip-line circuit with a GaAs FET, the MGF 1402, used as the first rf amplifier. Despite the four-pole input filter used at the front-end, the noise figure here is just 3 dB.

Because industry was not able to supply a crystal filter with the required 800-kHz bandwidth and proper shape factor, a special 9-pole coil filter was developed for the 10.7 MHz i-f stage. Design considerations demanded that the ripple from this filter be small in order to
Fig. 8 — L-transponder 1296/435 MHz built by DJ5KO. Includes the front end with 800 kHz filter by DK5GB.

achieve flat response across the entire passband through the i-f amplifier stage.

The wideband linear i-f amplifier boosts passband signals by 40 dB. The following mixer stage converts the 10.7-MHz i-f signal up to 53 MHz. It is in this mixer that the two 436-MHz beacon signals are injected. Yet another mixer, this one with an injection frequency of 383 MHz, converts the linear 53-MHz signal to 436 MHz. Finally, a two-stage amplifier boosts the signal to 0.5 watts of driver power output. Signal disassembly,

for the HELAPS modulation technique, takes place within the 50-watt PEP power amplifier.

The L-band command receiver makes use of the transponder's i-f stage, tapping some of the signal just prior to the 10.7-MHz filter. Following conversion, in a separate mixer, to 9 MHz and shaping through a crystal filter, the 24-cm command signal is processed by a dedicated 3-kHz bandwidth ssb receiver. The output is then directed to the on-board computer.

Fig. 7 — Simplified block diagram of the L-transponder.
**Expected Transponder Frequencies**

**U-Transponder**

Input: 435.025 MHz to 435.175 MHz  
Output: 145.978 MHz to 145.828 MHz  
Engineering Beacon: 145.987 MHz  
General Beacon: 145.810 MHz

**L-Transponder**

Input: 1268.05 to 1268.85 MHz  
Output: 436.96 MHz to 436.15 MHz  
Engineering Beacon: 436.02 MHz  
General Beacon: 436.04 MHz

---

**Translation for Figure 3.**
konverter: converter  
mitnehmer: mixer  
kommmando: command  
empfanger: receiver  
ZF: i-f  
ZF: vert.: i-f amplifier  
baken: beacons  
zerlegung: decomposition, analysis  
hullkurve: envelope curve  
leistungsteil: high efficiency stage

**Translation for Figure 4.**
phasensteuer: phase component  
verstarker: amplifier  
sender: transmitter  
endstufe: final stage

**Translation for Figure 7.**
2电脑: computer 10 computer

**Translation for Figure 8.**
perigee: perigee  
apogee: apogee  
reorientierung: reorientation  
vor: before  
motorzündung: motor ignition  
nach: after  
bahnänderung: orbit alteration  
tage: days  
betriebsaufnahme: activity beginning  
(start of business)

---

W6CG recently received his RS-5 Robot QSL. For all of us who have not received one, here’s a look at Bud’s card.

---

**Translation for Figure 10 with remarks.**
(Editors note: The helix on the spacecraft should in fact show a right-hand helix; the drawing shows left)  
aluminiumblech struktur: aluminum plate structure  
konischer adapter: conical adapter  
triebwerk: motor  
druckgasbehälter: pressurized gas reservoir  
magnetstabilisierung: magnetic stabilizers  
nutzungsdämpfer: nutation damper  
BCR strömversorgung: battery charge regulator  
dendstufen: final stages  
haupt batterien: primary batteries  
ersensor: earth sensor  
enwesensensoren: sun sensors  
safe - arm stecker: safe/arm plug

Translation R. Gape
Satellite Data Collection and Analysis

By Robert J. Diersing, N5AHD

Corpus Christi State University is a state supported upper level institution of higher education with an enrollment of approximately 3,400 students. As is the case at many colleges, the number of students seeking degrees in Computer Science is increasing at an astounding pace. There are currently nearly 200 undergraduate and another 200 graduate majors at CCSU.

Although the primary focus of the Computer Science program is one of business application design and implementation, there is an increasing need for more technical applications to be taught. Since one of the primary goals of the UoSAT project was that of promotion of interest and use by educational institutions, and since it is a very computerized amateur spacecraft, it seemed natural to include the study of the satellite as part of the Computer Science curriculum. The study of UoSAT would be particularly important in microcomputer application courses.

Even before the launch of UoSAT in September, 1981, the idea of assembling the necessary equipment was discussed with Dr. Allan Sugg, President of the University. The approval for the project was given and construction of the station was begun and continued through the fall semester of 1981.

Most of the construction activity took place on weekends and after normal working hours. Cables had to be run and a way to secure antennas to the roof without damaging it had to be found. Then with nearly everything in readiness, the spacecraft met with the lockup problem and all was on hold indefinitely. As all of us in the amateur spacecraft business know, it would be almost another six months before the spacecraft would be rescued through the efforts of Stanford Research Institute.

After the spacecraft rescue the idea of building a course around UoSAT surfaced again. During the fall semester, 1982, I decided to see if I could round up perhaps 3 or 4 people who would be interested in a directed study course involving UoSAT. There seemed to be sufficient interest and so the course was placed on the spring semester schedule. At the end of the registration period the 3 or 4 people turned out to be 11 including 2 faculty members. The class roster is included later on and shows the diversity of people interested in such a course.

Due to the excellent response there has been a request for a continuation of the course in the summer and fall terms. Hopefully, the fall course can be more oriented to data communications techniques and implementation using the PHASE-IIIB satellite. PACSAT will offer still another area for study.

On the one hand preparing to use such a resource as amateur radio satellites in an organized class might seem overwhelming and at times that is true. I rather consider myself lucky though, that through the efforts of so many other dedicated people, I have available a resource that is state-of-the-art which makes many concepts that are words in a textbook come to life for the students.

Course Content

Any time a completely new venture is undertaken one does not know exactly what goals to set. I did not want to make the goals for the class so high that they might not be attainable. Particularly not the first time around. Since the course should focus on the application of microprocessors both in space and on the ground, the following areas of study were identified:
Station Details

The description of the Corpus Christi State University UoSAT-OSCAR 9 telemetry data collection station follows:
Callsign: N5AHD/5
Location: 6300 Ocean Drive
  Corpus Christi, Texas, 78412 U.S.A.
Latitude: 27.48N
Longitude: 97.24W

Antenna System

There are presently four antennas, 2 for 2 meters and 2 for 70 centimeters. The antennas are Cushcraft A145-10T and A435-20T respectively and each antenna of the pair is configured for opposite polarization senses, right hand circular and left hand circular. The azimuth rotator is an Alliance HD-73 and the elevation rotator is a Kenpro KR-500. A Lunar PAG-435 preamp is used on 70 cm. The weak point of the system is the RG-8 foam feedline which extends 125 feet down to the ground floor equipment location. There is no room to install hardline. All antenna equipment is mounted on a Rohn 25 short base section with a standard rotor-mounting top section. The base section sits on a standard roof mount that is bolted to eight foot cedar 4 x 4s which sits on the roof. The assembly is guyed three ways to pipes that extend through the concrete roof. The whole structure does not extend enough above the building to present any significant wind load. Guy wires also serve as hf antennas for the 15 and 20 meter bands.

Radio Equipment

The main piece of radio equipment is the Yaesu FRG-7700 receiver which is selectable between the hf antennas and two Hamtronics converters for 2 meters and 70 centimeters. This allows coverage of satellite frequencies as well as hf frequencies for AMSAT nets.

UoSAT decoded telemetry frame is shown.
Computer Equipment

Telemetry can either be tape recorded or processed online or both. A Novation 4202 modem is used for demodulation. The data can then be captured via the serial interface of a Cromemco System Z-2D or an IBM Personal Computer. Both of these systems are equipped with double sided double density five inch floppy disks and have at least 64K of RAM. A Heath H-19 terminal is used on the Cromemco and a NEC RGB display is used on the IBM PC.

Computer Programming

The telemetry data is captured and saved on disk by assembly language programs, Z-80 in the case of the Cromemco and 8088 in the case of the IBM PC. The data is then run through an edit program after which identification is added indicating the date, time, orbit no., telemetry mode, and beacon frequency. The data can then be displayed and/or printed in one of several forms. Displays or hardcopy printouts can be made of spacecraft status and decoded telemetry. The telemetry for a given channel or combination of channels can be displayed graphically on both systems. Programming for orbit prediction, data editing, and telemetry decoding is done in PL/I-80. Programming for graphic displays is done in BASIC but will probably be converted to Fortran in the future.

Comets

The Orlando, Florida Hamfest this year was a giant success. Two who helped make it possible are shown here at the AMSAT Booth: WD4FAB (left) and W0CA.
QRZed the Wyoming Station, Did You Say Mobile?

By Andy MacAllister, WA5ZIB

Yes I did! Satellite mobile doesn’t have to be as improbable or difficult as it sounds but it does require a little bit more effort than tossing a handle-talkie in the front seat, firing up the engine and heading for the hills.

My interest in mobile and portable work dates from my first days on OSCAR 8 when I discovered just how exciting satellite QSO’s were. However, it seemed like I needed a lot of complex radios and accessories to make contacts. Portable work seemed like it would be a lot of trouble and mobile efforts appeared to be out of the question. I could hear OSCAR 7 Mode B in the car and had monitored QSO’s through it from offshore drilling rigs in the Gulf of Mexico, but 100 watts of ERP on 432 MHz was out of my reach and omni antennas were a “must”.

Then one day things changed. While doing some ragchewing through one of the ten new ‘RS’ birds, I noticed that my ground mounted vertical out in the back yard on the end of 100 feet of moldy coax was receiving better than my 10 meter beam! This came as quite a surprise to me but under the circumstances, with my vhf antennas at 30 degrees elevation, I began to believe it possible. I continued to make comparisons between the vertical and the other antennas. The final verdict was that a quarter wave whip on a car might be a realistic 10 meter antenna if the receiver were up to the job.

Field Day ’82 was about a week away and no plans had been agreed upon by any of my cohorts in the 435 Club of South Texas so I decided to give it a try on my own with ‘RS’ satellite mobile. First, though, I would have to find out if my satellite radios could work together in my station wagon.

The TR-9000 went into the slide mount with the 90 watt amplifier on the floor of the passenger side. The Yaesu FRG-7700 general coverage receiver was propped against the seat just under the 9000. The 10 meter preamp was physically tied to the receiver’s input. My preamp is a simple but highly effective dual gate MOSFET design from the ARRL Handbook. A preamp makes a tremendous difference, especially for mobile work. I already had a Larsen 5/8 wave whip for 2 meters in the middle of the car’s roof and one of the two ball mounts on the rear was pressed into service for a “chopped-down” 11 meter whip. A few clip leads finished the temporary installation and everything was powered without sparks or blowing fuses. The power amplifier was communicating directly with the receive system but it turned out that the problem was in the power lead routing. I ended up putting the receiver and preamp on a shielded cable directly to the battery and left everything else hooked up through the car’s fusebox. Now with the noise blanker energized on the receiver, no problems were encountered for cw or ssb at the full 90 watts output on 2 meters.

After working on my new set-up most of an afternoon, I had things in order just in time for a good RS-8 pass. KR6B was my first mobile QSO with K5ADQ close behind. A third one was made with WA8YJE. It looked like the project was going to work! I spent the next few days listening to RS-6 and 8 on the way to work in the mornings and made some more mobile contacts. Most of the QSO’s were made while stationary at the office due to engine noise from my vehicle and others. Power line noise became an important factor also.
Field Day came along and I was in the car ready to go. As usual, however, here came "Murphy" in the form of bad weather and terrible 10 meter "atmospherics." I drove around South Houston looking for a quiet spot to make QSO's and had little luck. A few difficult exchanges squeezed through and Saturday did yield one bright ray of sunlight amid the storms. After overloading my ears listening to lightning crashes in the passband of RS-6, I decided to monitor RS-5 and see if the robot was pasing out numbers. Sure enough, there he was just coming up over the southern horizon with plenty of signal strength and calling "CQ." I looked down at the straight key I had strapped to my knee, decided not to think about the odds, and started calling. On the third try there it was, "WA5ZIB DE RS5." I was so excited I almost forgot to copy the QSO number! Sunday had more reasonable atmospherics and the result was 16 QSO's all via RS's 5, 6 and 8. Some of the contacts on Sunday were actually made while in motion on the road. It was a good first effort at satellite mobile but there were better things yet to come!

Several factors tempted me to make a DXpedition to Wyoming. First, on the day of the demise of OSCAR 7, W8VO and KEØT were scheduled to put a portable Mode B station on the air from Cheyenne. I never forgot that one. Then Doug, KO5I, had recently made two fine portable efforts from Arkansas. Dan, W5VVR, pointed out to me that Estes Park, Colorado, the theoretical "apogee" of my upcoming vacation, really wasn't that far from the Wyoming state line. And finally, my wife, WB5RMA, hadn't made any really loud noises about my proposed excursion. So I plugged in the TRS-80, gave it some latitudes and longitudes for my proposed temporary QTH's along the road, and packed the car. At least I would keep in touch with my favorite hobby while on vacation and whether or not I got to Wyoming, the satellite gear was going for another ride.

On the first day out I was delighted to find that OSCAR 8 sounded very nice on my simple system. Two QSO's on a horizon pass were quite satisfying. I promised to pay more attention to this bird. Our first major stop was Los Alamos, New Mexico, for visiting, sightseeing, trail bike riding, and of course satellites. During a visit to the home of Tom and Nikki Boyd, WS5VZ and K5ADQ, I let it slip that I might be going to Wyoming for a day. Before they would let me leave, I had left an absolute itinerary with them including orbit numbers. They asked me if I had any plans to go to Vermont, but I had to pass on that one! I was going to be in Wyoming on July 15th one way or another, hopefully chasing satellites.

The next several days of vacation prior to the 15th were great fun both in Los Alamos and at the YMCA camp near Estes Park, Colorado. The location of our cabin at the "Y" camp had such tremendous power line noise, however, that it was necessary to drive down the road a bit each time I wanted to catch a pass. I took every opportunity to spread the word about the upcoming expedition.

The night of the 14th, sleep was a bit elusive. I was thinking about the last Wyoming effort a year earlier. All of my electronic boxes were still apparently intact and the car was still running quite well but I felt like a mountain climber leaving from his last camp for the summit of Everest. I decided this was being a bit dramatic although I still wondered what delights Murphy and his minions had in store for me.

The 15th dawned with the standard crispness and clarity of Colorado mornings. I loaded a cooler with some diet soft drinks and sat back to contemplate my computer printouts for Cheyenne, Wyoming satellite passes. While I was putting the cooler in the car, the phone rang. Apparently there had been a major flood through parts of downtown Estes Park as a result of a dam breaking up in the Rocky Mountain National Park. My FRG-7700 and TR-9000 were brought back into the cabin to monitor the local AM station and 2 meter repeater for news. At first things sounded bad but later in the morning, as everyone became more organized, a better perspective of the disaster was possible. I decided to go ahead and try for Wyoming but promised to do what I could later in the day for the volunteer ham efforts.

I had originally calculated that the drive to the Wyoming state line would take two hours so I gave myself three before the first pass of the afternoon. On my way out of the "Y" camp I turned on all the boxes
to see if they still worked. Curiously, the preamp seemed to be attenuating rather than amplifying. The fate of last year’s DXpedition once again floated through my mind. I hoped it was a minor gremlin but at least I was sure that Murphy didn’t know about my back-up preamp so I just kept going. At the first roadblock the police were detouring all traffic to the south (to avoid downtown Estes Park) on some route (not on my map) called Mary’s Lake Road. I was beginning to wonder about the fact that I was going the wrong way to get to Wyoming when I came to the second roadblock. This time it was the Forestry Service and they wanted to know where I was going. When I said “Cheyenne” they pointed to a dirt road about 50 feet in front me and said to follow it to the main highway. I didn’t bother to look for this one on the map. I knew I hadn’t seen anything called Fish Creek Road on there! The third roadblock was protecting the east end of the city but I was clear of the problem now and headed for Wyoming.

At a filling station in Fort Collins, I tore apart the preamp in hopes of a quick fix. A few diagnostic procedures showed the cute little dual gate MOSFET to be a four legged metal bug of no electronic value. I don’t usually stock such items in my car and this time was no exception so I tossed it under the seat, rerouted some cables and turned on the back-up preamp. I was delighted to see that it was intact but was not impressed by the gain or its immunity to my 2 meter amplifier. I guess they didn’t have satellite work in mind when they designed my HF “bi-linear.” It did the job when I first discovered the wonders of OSCAR 8 but now it would have to answer a more demanding call after 2 years of inactivity. Back on the road again with a cool soda in hand, I was watching the mileage markers when I noticed lightning flashes in the distance. A few quick guesstimations yielded severe atmospherics somewhere in the neighborhood of Cheyenne. Well, Murphy was at least going to get a good fight! I crossed the state line 15 minutes before RS-3 was due to peak over the horizon so I took some pictures of the “Howdy you’re in Big Wyoming” sign, pulled up the road a few hundred yards, put on the headphones and got ready for some fun.

RS-3 sounded great between the static crashes so my spirits were doing well. Next came RS-5. The telemetry said the transponder was off so I tried the robot but my fist just wasn’t quite up to the job. The desens on my “Boomer RX-50” preamp had me worried a bit but when RS-6 showed up I forgot my problems and started making contacts. Finally I was in a rare QTH with QSO’s from N2AA, W8DX and W5QVZ to get things rolling. Thirteen contacts on the far eastern passes of RS-6 and RS-8 sounded like a good score to me and I was beginning to laugh at Murphy and his petty efforts to squalch my enjoyment.

I drove around Cheyenne in between passes looking for food, souveniers, and electronically quiet places to stop the car and chase satellites. My earlier difficulties seemed minor now and the lightning storms were moving off to the east. After about 28 QSO’s I was getting physically tired, but I was still full of nervous energy. While I was sitting behind a motel and munching on a K-Mart submarine sandwich it dawned on me that the receiver was inordinately quiet. Murphy had gotten my back-up preamp! I just about choked on a pickle while I frantically started flipping switches and pulling on cables. I knew Murphy had to have done this one personally because it was just too sinister. I had always thought of Murphy to be big like me but somehow he had gotten through all those little BNC connectors to the heart of my last preamp. You just can’t work satellites with a mobile whip and a general coverage receiver! With that idea in mind, I barely managed 2 difficult contacts with W9Jt and a very patient KH61BA.

I had 2 more available passes before my planned departure from Wyoming: one on RS-8 and another on OSCAR 8. I had about 20 minutes to figure out how to make satellite QSO’s without a preamp. After some deep thought over this new kink in my plans the solution came to me while driving around the suburbs. I was out of spare boxes so I would just have to get really optimistic and listen harder. It seemed like a good idea at the time since it was my only alternative. Now with my new attitude, I managed 4 contacts on RS-8 and netted 5 stations on the OSCAR 8 pass. I finished the day with KG5E, KO51 and KB3ZS along with a feeling of accomplishment.

The ride back to Estes Park, and south Texas a few days later, was uneventful and satisfying. Wyoming netted 39 satellite QSO’s in one afternoon all the way from Greenland to Hawaii and my vacation score was near 100 contacts from beginning to end. Murphy had tried hard but my own idea that “it will be done” finished first this time. Don’t be surprised if you hear a mobile “5” on Phase III B. A few more radio boxes and antennas might just make it.
“PACKSAT!”

The vast number of satellites audible in early 1983 could bring a new interpretation to the terms “Pack” and “Jam” suffixed by Sat”. Not only were RS’s 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 regularly appearing, but we had good old faithful OSCAR 8 still going strong. For good measure, the superb effort by the team at WA6LET brought UoSAT-OSCAR 9 back to us, and OSCAR 7 was heard frequently too. ‘ISKRA-III’ was on and active for a time, and if this was not enough even ‘RS-1’ and ‘RS-2’ were being heard and even used! Who would have thought, ten years ago, that no less than twelve amateur-radio satellites would be logged on a single day! No prizes are offered for the first member to hear OSCAR’s 1 to 6!

RS

All of the ‘RS’ series from 3 to 8 have recently been tested out by command station RS3A, and all were found to be in excellent condition, with no signs of battery degradation detectable. The third system aboard the satellites normally used as a link between command stations has been regularly active on ‘RS-6’ and ‘RS-7’, providing an additional channel for use. The ‘RS-6’ service channel is some 4 kHz wide, with an uplink of 145.850 MHz, and a downlink of 29.350 MHz, plus and minus Doppler, and tends to run into a continuous carrier at times if speeds greater than fifteen w.p.m. is sent through it. ‘RS-7’ has a much narrower passband, needing constant Doppler correction and can normally take forty words per minute cw. All of the ‘Radio’ satellites have the same service channel combinations of 145.850/29.450 MHz. Despite the fact that the channel works similarly to the ‘ROBOT’, some interesting research is possible into path attenuation, as one’s own relative signal strength may be read on the ‘S’ meter of the service channel receiver (the presence of the attenuator pad noted) plus the power output all given on the satellite telemetry.

On the subject of the ‘RS’ telemetry, some changes are required to the tables given in this column over a year ago. Pre-launch alterations were made and since indicated by the eventual publication of the telemetry in RADIO magazine of the USSR. We originally understood that the ‘E’ prefix, the extra ‘dit’ that turns the first ‘K’ into ‘EK’, ‘IK’, to ‘SK’, etc, was an indication of satellite activation, i.e. the transponder was on. It is now known that the added dit is heard when the satellite has its command receiver activated by the command signal uplink, during which time the transponder may be on, off, or at any pre-change state. The indication of the transponder being on is a positive value on the ‘K’ channel that commences each frame, or, of course, signals on the downlink.

The ‘G’ prefix on channel one, previously a zero-level indicator, is now a service parameter that is employed by the command station to ensure correct reception of any particular instruction sent as when the receipt is positive, a number that corresponds to that command is indicated following the ‘G’.

The ‘U’ line will not always read a positive value, as the gas-pressure of the hermetically-sealed pressurized sections of the satellite are not present on all of the series.

The ‘S’ meter readings given on ‘IU’, ‘IS’ and ‘IW’ (or ‘SU’, ‘SS’ and ‘SW’ when under command) are not calibrated to any standard. (Even if there was one - HI!) The readings are relative so they cannot be employed for any absolute field strength at the satellite. Nevertheless they give indications of the variable under study. ‘IW’/‘SW’ refers to the 145.850/29.350 MHz channel; ‘IS’/‘SS’ to the ‘ROBOT’ Rx; while ‘IU’/‘SU’ to the main receiver aboard.

The QSO number given by the ‘ROBOT’ supplied on channel ‘MD’ or ‘WD’ when under command supplies the serial number of the actual batch prior to re-setting and not the all-time number of QSO’s made which now amounts to many thousands. The heater radiation control power given by ‘MO’ or ‘WO’ may be either employed automatically in the satellite or put on and off by ground station command. This permits experimenta-
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the 'N' or 'R' prefixed frames. The 'MG' or 'WG' line earlier asserted to be the input power of the robot is now known to be the actual output power of the robot in milliwatts.

Finally, at long last, we have learned of the frame prefixed by 'N' or 'R'. These give some interesting physical data of value to those considering the thermodynamics of solar effects in vacuo.

**Third channel: prefix N or R**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Calculation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Transponder output power</td>
<td>0.2 N, transponder output power in milliwatts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Total solar panel output</td>
<td>50N Solar current in milliamperes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>1st solar panel temperature</td>
<td>28 °C (26–30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>2nd solar panel temperature</td>
<td>30 °C (28–32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>3rd solar panel temperature</td>
<td>28 °C (26–30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Equipment structure temperature</td>
<td>0 °C (15–25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Heavenly sealed section temperature</td>
<td>0 °C (15–25)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The telemetry is the same for all six satellites of the series, although the birds themselves are not alike in structure, content, or total function. The system is based on a 35 channel two-step analog computer which in turn switches 31 points of on-board apparatus. The supply is only 1 mA resting current from a 9V source with 5 mA drawn at the actual moment of measurement lasting 200 milliseconds. The system was designed and built by Alexander Popkov to whom, with LZ1AB and UA3CR, we are obliged for this information.

Should any new member require a copy of the updated telemetry, a self-addressed envelope with return postage ($1.00 will suffice) sent to G3HOR/QTH marked "RS TLM" will ensure an immediate return.

At the turn of the year, DOSAFA members left Moscow to go to MM via CX, VP8 South Georgia to Yankee Base, on the coast of Antarctica by the Weddell Sea, ??°S, 40°W, to conduct a series of experiments using the 'Radio' satellites.

'RS-6' and 'RS-8' have their beacons put to the lower passband edge to permit QRM free DX on the upper part of the passband, and 'RS-7' was put to ROBOT and service channel use to permit 'RS-5' to act as a message codec store for the expeditions QTC's back to base. The first QSO by the four 4K1 prefixed stations was between 4K1CR and KC4AAA, a first Antarctic to Antarctic QSO, dated 6 January '83.

'RS-1' and 'RS-2' are both being heard again after long absence. It is assumed that an event similar to OSCAR-7 has occurred, in that the batteries are open circuit, and when illuminated, the solar panel is energizing the satellites, producing on RS-1 a corrupted telemetry for about one minute out of every four while a panel is in sunlight. Expert Satellite SWL Birger Lindholm, AMSAT LM-728, has produced many frames, which tell us that the letters are sent as '5' producing a '55' call sign for 'RS'. 'RS-2' sends '55' twice, and still has an effective transponder possibly due to its positive power budget (resulting from much larger solar panels). W6ELT confirms that his observations of both satellites tally with his long-term predictions for them.

'ISKRA' is Russian for 'Spark' and the first satellite, ISKRA-1, came up on 5.1 GHz on 10 July 1981. 'ISKRA-2' we all followed, and all was reported in a recent Orbit magazine. 'ISKRA-3' was launched, like its predecessor, from Salyut 7, launched this time the 21 to 29 MHz repeater was able to be commanded on. It had its share of problems, as the emitter of the Beacon P.A. was running a very high current, producing high temperatures for the satellite, and thus could only be put on intermittently for about one day in four to permit re-charging. The 'ISKRA' series are not really intended for communications, but are to evidence the development efforts of the team of students working at the Moscow Aviation Institute where at least ten more satellites will be stabilized. Some are intended for higher orbits but not all will be in the amateur bands. Many QSO's were made via 'ISKRA-3' prior to its burn out at 1802 UTC on 26 December '82 over Southern Europe. It's life, despite a marginally higher orbit and consequently longer period than 'ISKRA-2', was much shorter ceasing at a 85 minute final period. The propagational aspects were very interesting. The satellite was quite audible over the Antipodes and up to twenty minutes subhorizon. Yet between elevation angles of -1° to +25° it could rarely be heard. At elevations of 38° and up it was extremely strong with a marked Doppler that permitted easier tracking. The next 'ISKRA' is due toward the end of December '83 and will be an amateur radio version again.

As we write OSCAR-8 is showing signs of aging in one of it's battery cells. KCCIS reports that where as before the battery was capable of withstanding dual-mode operation for twenty hours before any noticeable voltage drop, the period for joint 'A' and 'J' mode in mid-January '83 was only a few minutes before the voltage fell. The Mode 'J' frontiers continues to be pushed back by the stations with GM4U, G6ADC all getting deeper into USA. David, G4CUO reports recent QSO's with W4AUZ, N4AR, W6DX, and W9HR. Heard for 20 seconds, but not worked, was N6AN! Dave sends a plea for East Coast W's, e.g. W1 and W2 not to call on pause emanating from between 231° to 235° EQX, as this very narrow window is vital for the more western stations. All orbits from 230° to 235° are good for G+W/VE DX, and occur monthly.

**News from Sub-Satellite points:**

G4CUO, who employs four sloping dipoles around his mast for a 29 MHz downlink RX antenna has been put into operation on Mode 'A'. He has recently worked K5ADQ (New Mex.), W7AG (Ari.), A1BZ (Colo.), W6EOZ (S.Dak.), W6KAV (Neb.), K5FA (La.), W6VPH (Cal.), K5DHU (Tex.), W4DAG (Ala.), V6TDX (BC), W6SL (Mo.), W7AYD (Mont.), and W7UM (Utah.) as well as Nevada and Wyoming. An understanding XYL, Margreet, is very tolerant of Dave's enthusiasm for nocturnal Oscillation.

AMSAT-SM has embarked upon a program with numerous Schools and Colleges in co-operation with the Educational authorities. The series will include antenna pointing, orbital calculations, mechanical antenna mounting, demodulation of UOSAT, ASCII programs, data taking, each for its own group. Work will commence soon on a P0 SAT system for future deployment.

HPIAC, Cam, is the only station on the satellites from Panama and runs cw only with a TX62 plus Heath HG1050 to a 5 element Cushcraft twister on 145 MHz with a TAA3 jr for the 29 MHz downlink on a Collins 755-1 plus homeweb Fet pre-amp. A homemade W7US helix is used for Mode 'J' reception. So far, 405 first QSO's have been logged, with 38 US states and 11 Countries, including ZP9, HC1, OA4, HK3, FM7 and YV2. Cam worked VP2IM on Mode 'A' by both RS-6 and 8 but has had no luck with the W7's and LU's heard to date. He too bangs G6RH's idea of a mainland WAS, as KH6 and KL7 are much too far for him to reach although hope exists for some of the W7 states needed.

JABDBX, Sada, writes from Hokkaido, Japan and has heard DL6CX, DL6RX, but only DC9ZP has been worked for the first DL/JA QSO. He is looking for DL, PA, HA, OE, ON and YO for a QSO on orbits emanating from EQX's of 275 to 285°W. To date Sada has made 2,300 QSO's with 36 countries in 3,540 contacts. With his Mail Order T50-1000 TX and Y91T, 16 element Yagis, with a TA33 fed 3SK40 pre-amp to a TS830S Rx. Check for Sada on
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Adolf, OX3 WS, is now the only active station in Greenland, and probably the only source of Europe for WAC SAT for many of the West Coast Stations. He has issued a special “Diploma” testifying to a contact with him for a single QSO which is available for the QSL, agreeing with his log-entry, 3 IRC's, sent to Box 264, DK909, Godthab, Greenland. The award is printed in black on blue cartridge paper and makes a handsome wall adornment.

UA8BN is very active from Cape Chelyuskina. Zone 19, for those who need Asia for WAC. Since benefiting WAC with the World's first Satellite WAC, he has been actively QSO'ing many W's and Europeans usually between 0900 to 1300 some 15 kHz from the lower edge of the Mode 'A' passbands. QSL's via P.O. Box 88, Moscow, USSR.

Nikki, KS5ADQ, and husband Tom, have been putting a splendid signal into Europe from New Mexico, usually on 29.422 and 29.472 MHz Mode "A" cw on most every available pass and time. Nikki is anxious to QSO F, EA, SM, LA, PA, DL, ON and anywhere further into Europe.

Jack, G4JJ, is very anxious to receive Telemetry of any Satellite around the World, to assist the studies that he is making into the charging, heating, and degradation of the satellites relative to the ratio of solar-illumination and darkness. Jack's predictions of the status of the satellites, including the current problem on AO-8, have proved to be very accurate.

On a salutary note, DX-ponents will have missed the very regular and reliable activity of Bob, G6RH recently. Bob has had a minor heart-attack, the control of which is not miscible with the excitement that we all know Bob achieves from his DX satellite activities. We look forward to hearing G6RH again on those DX paths when we shall all know that he is healing fast.

No more for this issue. Please send your details, score, DX worked, stations heard, propagational anomalies, photographs, etc. to G3IOR to help swell the incoming and hence outgoing news.

During a lecture in 1871, Ralph Waldo Emerson said, "If a man can . . . make a better mousetrap than his neighbor, though he builds his house in the woods, the world will make a beaten path to his door." The large number of times Emerson has been quoted (and misquoted) over the years, is testimony to the wisdom of his declaration. There is a wide market for improved techniques in certain basic functions. Although Emerson preceded ham radio, his thoughts are relevant to the current status of amateur satellite development.

Observation of the characteristics of the general ham population reveals that the vast majority went to the trouble of obtaining a license for a single purpose—to be able to talk on the radio to other hams. This situation has a logical basis. If one's interest is strictly in electronic construction, no license is required. If the motivation is in experimentation with improved communication techniques, then on-the-air testing is essential. But most of us are ordinary operators who remain intrigued with the magic of using invisible electromagnetic radiations to exchange our random thoughts across continents while positively controlling the process with our own send-receive switches.

Characteristically, hams are specialists. Among others, there are DXers, contesters, teletypers, trafficers, ragchewers, and experimenters. The latter like to achieve through accomplishment of the difficult. They press the limits of capability by eking out a maximum-range contact from a Radio Sputnik or by plucking signals from weak reflections from the moon's surface. Generally, it's a bit like the ambitious fellow next door, who gets a lot of satisfaction from running twenty-six miles before breakfast. His neighbors are impressed but there isn't much in it for them. He isn't even fun to watch.

But sometimes experimenters make better mousetraps which are quickly appreciated by the neighbors. A classic in the annals of amateur radio is the January 1948 issue of QST. One article, “Single-Sideband Operating Tests” by O.G. Villard, Jr., W6QVT, was introduced as follows: "On the evening of September 21, 1947, the 75-meter 'phone band was the scene of a contact that well may have signaled the beginning of a revolution in amateur radio-telephony, for this was the first amateur work with single-sideband suppressed-carrier transmission. Since then the transmissions of W6YX (Department of Electrical Engineering, Stanford University) have given many the opportunity to try out the technique of receiving single-sideband signals." In his editorial in the same issue, K.B. Warner, W1EH, mentioned the potential advantages of narrower bandwidth, elimination of carrier heterodynes, uninterllegibility of nearby interfering signals, and more efficient transmitters. He correctly concluded: "Everything points to single-sideband becoming the accepted amateur method in the near future. Condition yourself to the thought and, we'll supply practical information as rapidly as possible."

Until now, amateur satellite operations have reposed in the experimental, hard-to-do category; of mild interest and minimum utility to the general ham population. Are we about to experience a sudden change of attitude? The neighbors are aware of the goings-on in the house in the woods of suburban Maryland. Within future months magazine editors may tout the advantages of smaller, less conspicuous antennas, new DX frequency band availability, and reliable propagation. Unlike the situation which prevailed at the birth of amateur sideband, practical information and commercial equipment are readily available for application to high-altitude satellite utilization. "Standby one" for Phase IIIB, Mr. Emerson!
Remember the stories about long-delayed echoes, LDEs? Amateurs and commercial radio operators claimed to hear their own QSO’s repeated on the air several minutes after they stopped transmitting. There were even reports that W3WV time signals were substantially late. This phenomenon was first noticed in the early Twenties soon after long distance short-wave communication became popular. Sporadic reports of LDEs have appeared in amateur publications ever since.

Explanations proffered for this rare and baffling “anomaly” ranged from the quasi-plausible to the totally bizarre. Some proposed that ducting caused radio signals to circle the globe hundreds or thousands of times before the signal “escaped.” Others suspected that extra-terrestrial beings set up repeaters either on the moon or in space to establish communication with the earthlings.

Now the riddle has been solved by Robert Freyman, formerly employed by Los Alamos National Laboratory. He proposed that occasionally radio signals become trapped in a conductive duct of plasma created by the solar wind. The duct extends to troposphere where it blends with the geo-magnetic field. Radio signals in this region may enter the duct and be propagated towards the sun. In most cases these signals escape into space. If, however, the plasma duct collapses, the signal becomes reflected, returns to earth and can be heard again often with a considerable time delay. Russian scientists studied Freyman’s theory and succeeded in confirming experimentally that his theory is correct.

Mr. Freyman was awarded the Commemorative Medal of Polar Geophysical Institute for his discovery by the U.S.S.R. What does the Polar Institute have to do with LDEs? Apparently this phenomenon is most common for signals originating in the polar region, where the magnetic field of the earth and the solar wind plasma blend most efficiently. Thus the comprehensive study of LDEs can best be conducted at high latitudes which is obviously within the scope of interest of the Soviet Polar Institute.

Dave Ingram, K4TWJ, describes in Feb. 1983 73 Magazine, the procedures and hints for working Robots on the RS series of satellites. In addition, he offers entry-level general information regarding communications via amateur satellites that includes description of basic required equipment, antennas, etc. The article is apparently intended to “whet the appetite” of those that have yet to work the satellites.

British Radio and Electronics World, May 1982, publishes the do-it-yourself receiver for reception of UoSAT satellite, written by Graham Leighton. It is essentially a relatively simple multi-channel, crystal controlled, 2m receiver consisting of an FET preamplifier and mixer, followed by the “receiver-on-the-chip” MC 3359/ULN 3859 and solid-state audio amplifier.

The unique feature of this design is the means for compensation of Doppler shift. An AFC control signal, derived from the MC 3359, is used to change the capacitance of a varicap connected in series with the crystal of the first mixer oscillator. The author claims that with this method, AFC range of ±15 kHz can be obtained. (Ed: Presumably, the received signal must be relatively strong to produce reliable AFC correction.)

I2ODI: 144 MHz array, 16 X 20 elements for a gain of 26 dB.
PACSAT Design Meeting Held

A kickoff meeting to begin the design phase of PACSAT was held at the Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland on 25-27 February. The meeting attracted attendees from as far as England and California.

Called the PACSAT Conceptual Design Meeting, the discussions got under way Friday evening with more than 15 in attendance. Two special guests were presented to the group which included senior managers from AMSAT, AMRAD, TAPR, SLAPR and others. (TAPR is Tucson Area Packet Radio and SLAPR is St. Louis Area Packet Radio.) The special guests were Mr. Henry Norman and Mr. Robert Reining of VITA, the Volunteers In Technical Assistance. Mr. Norman, who is VITA Executive Director explained that VITA is a 4,000 member organization devoted to the application of technical solutions to problems in underdeveloped Third World nations. For example, VITA has been active in developing wind energy electric systems for rural village electrification.

Mr. Norman explained that VITA was interested in a PACSAT-like satellite to reduce the international communications problems incurred in supporting VITA field operations and for responding to technical inquiries from remote villages where help is needed. The store-and-forward concept appears to be a viable solution Mr. Norman added.

A high degree of commonality would exist between an amateur radio PACSAT-device and a satellite built for VITA. In fact, it was pointed out that the overall design would be virtually alike. Thus, the design of one would fill the needs of both organizations. VITA has advanced $15,000 in a grant to begin the design conceptualization of PACSAT.

WA2LQQ at PACSAT meeting.

PACSAT Project Manager KD2S.

Dr. Martin Sweeting, G3YJO, UoSAT Project Manager, suggested the possibility of his group at Surrey working in the area of spacecraft development, structure, bus systems and mechanical requirements.

Leading the weekend meeting, PACSAT Project Manager Den Connors, KD2S, discussed the ties between AMSAT and TAPR. He discussed the roles of PACSAT, research and development, gateway stations, user networks and interconnectivity.

Paul Rinaldo, W4RI, who will be moving to head the ARRL Technical Department, said he will be bringing a new awareness of digital technology with him to Newington.

The weekend's agenda was then detailed and agreed upon. Jan King, W3GEY, discussed launch opportunities for the next several years. He cited possibilities including Delta/D (1985), Shuttle (1984-1989), Landsat Recovery mission (1986), Space Services International (1985) and the Japanese H-I (1986). Jan also emphasized the significance of being allowed to deploy a satellite from a Shuttle-borne GAS (Get Away Special) canister called a GAS Can. This possibility is being pursued with NASA by various interested parties including AMSAT. Jan also elaborated on a fascinating scheme he and Karl Meinzner, DJ4ZC, devised to use water as a propellant to take a small payload from a Shuttle (very low) orbit to a more useful one similar to AO-8 or even as high as AO-7. One version of the Meinzner/King strategy would use an electric powered steam jet generator to boost the satellite orbit in small spurts over a period of weeks or months. The advantage of this, Jan pointed out, was that the extremely tight safety requirements associated with a manned mission (such as Shuttle) could more easily be met with a safe propellent such as water. The alternative would be to propose the use of various rocket propellants. These would be much more difficult to qualify and thus much more expensive, Jan said. The steam generator idea will be carried forward.

The discussions then moved to issues involving legal, regulatory, fiscal and management matters. The importance of electronic mail systems was discussed as was the importance of the adequate utilization of available AMSAT talent.

The meeting then turned to the "proof of concept" experiment to advance two of AMSAT's fundamental objectives: 1. Utilization of low earth orbits and 2. Use of inexpensive satellite technology. It was remarked that it might be both possible and desirable to use existing UoSAT capability to demonstrate the store-and-forward concept. Mr. Norman indicated that there was a very large potential interest in the PACSAT concept and that all available communications channels should be used to generate interest and revenues. These should include using Voice of America to explain the concept and generate interest around the world. Problems involving third party agreement constraints were discussed and it was pointed out that the proof of concept should be (could be) coordinated with certain key United Nations agencies to generate favorable publicity and support both in the United States and abroad. Internal communications were discussed as well. Thanks Amateur Satellite Report.

WA2LQQ at PACSAT meeting.

G3YJO
from among all the resumes. A half dozen consensus candidates were interviewed in Washington. A group of three finalists was chosen and negotiations with the prime candidate, N2CF, began in January. In early March a majority of the Board ratified the agreement and N2CF thus became the second General Manager in AMSAT's history.

N2CF is a New York native in his early thirties, is married and has three boys. He holds an Extra ticket, has been licensed since 1964 and active on OSCAR since 1978. He is currently Activities Manager of the Orange County (N.Y.) Amateur Radio Club.

Bill holds a B.S. cum laude in Science Education and was President of his college honor society. In addition he earned a Masters in Science Education and has 30 post Master's credits towards his Doctorate.

ASR recently interviewed N2CF to learn more about the plans, programs and philosophy he brings to the office.

**ASR: How did you first become aware that AMSAT was looking for a General Manager?**

N2CF: A ham friend pointed out an ad in the October '82 QST which, he said, appeared as if it had been written specifically for me. So I read it and it seemed like a pretty good match.

**ASR: What do you mean, "a good match"?**

N2CF: The job description just sounded as if it were describing me... what I do best. For example, my profession in science education meshed well with the requirement to develop programs in OSCAR education. My experience in obtaining federal grants to aid in my school science curriculum paralleled the requirement for fund raising ability. I had been a key leader in local amateur radio clubs which exemplified my ability to lead volunteer groups. Most of all, however, I believe my talents as a businessman squarely addressed the job description's requirement to manage the business aspects of AMSAT.

**ASR: Could you elaborate on the grants you obtained for science education?**

N2CF: Over a period of 4 years I won 3 federal grants to improve science education in the classroom. Two grants were directly associated with space awareness themes. The first in 1977 provided an OSCAR receiving station. Later in 1978 I won a second grant to establish a weather fax station in the school. These were important in providing the students with a deeper, more tangible understanding of the concepts taught.

**ASR: Do you see any benefits to AMSAT in your ability to win grants?**

N2CF: Yes indeed! I see as one of my primary functions the task of winning grants for AMSAT to finance our on-going programs in space awareness and amateur satellite work. There are literally thousands of foundations across the country with money to donate to good causes. You just have to know how to apply for it. Moreover there are corporations with millions of dollars earmarked for organizations such as AMSAT. My plan is to move into this area promptly to develop this yet-un tapped reservoir of financial resources. Secondarily, I will be looking towards individuals who have a particular interest in amateur radio and who may be able to give us some support. I personally know of several who might be convinced, given the correct approach, to writing rather large checks in favor of AMSAT. Primarily, though, I will be looking outside the amateur radio community for support; to the foundations and corporations. We will also be looking at some programs that could be self-sustaining; self-supporting so that they would not draw down existing resources.

In this category we might fit OSCAR education through grants, AMSAT-developed software, certain aspects of the new PACSAT program and an enervated trinket program. All these I see as contributing to the sustenance of AMSAT...our ability to finance our ambitious projects.

**ASR: As General Manager will you be responsible for all these programs?**

N2CF: Some projects I will oversee and others I will manage directly. But as I understand my responsibility, I will manage the overall effort with the help of key individuals throughout the organization.

**ASR: Does your employment agreement provide an incentive for you to develop these revenue-producing programs?**

N2CF: Part of my compensation from AMSAT is an incentive based on the donations and grants I obtain for AMSAT. Being a salesman at heart I'm delighted to have such an arrangement. It makes me strive even harder to obtain what we all want: a fiscally strong AMSAT. I will be launching several of my programs immediately upon taking office next month.

**ASR: What plans do you have to take advantage of the launch of Phase IIIB to build AMSAT membership?**

N2CF: I plan to use the core of AMSAT Area Coordinators in conjunction with W8GQW’s proposed local network base to bring AMSAT’s message to the large metropolitan areas in particular as soon as possible. We will transmit a basic, beginner’s program on repeaters throughout the country to bring at least 15 or 30 minutes per week of OSCAR education to as many amateurs as possible. We may even take it one step further to where we promote affiliated clubs. The implication is clearly that exposure to the ideas will breed interest and interest will lead to new members.

**ASR: What are your feelings on the balance between providing a stable satellite communication resource and advancing the state of the art?**

N2CF: I believe we will always want to provide communications satellites for a vast number of users. By the same token, we have...
an obligation in our charter to pursue advanced modes and new technology. I'm particularly excited about PACSAT. I think it will influence amateur radio's future as much or more than Phase IIIB.

ASR: Why is that?

N2CF: PACSAT will open many doors in terms of ham radio's relation to rapidly growing computer technology. I'd like to see amateurs move into this area and to really take advantage of the possibilities that exist. The tremendous of these two technologies will determine in large measure the course of amateur radio henceforth. I'm convinced. It's therefore very prudent that AMSAT should be in the forefront.

ASR: How do you see AMSAT organization on an international scale?

N2CF: I look forward to supporting the AMSAT President in developing closer cooperative ties with the several affiliated AMSAT organizations. I believe the time is right for expanding on the strong bonds that already exist and that cooperative projects to build and launch spacecraft grow even stronger with the enlarged capability now evident in several countries.

ASR: What are your plans for relocating to the Washington area?

N2CF: For the first few months I will be splitting my time between the Washington office and my office in New York. This will allow me to begin my familiarization with the operation in Washington, to get several programs running while allowing me to tend to the business of preparing for a permanent relocation of my family. In addition, I will need to work with WA2LQQ to familiarize myself as much as possible with aspects of the publications end of AMSAT. I will be meeting with W1XT, KW2U, KB2M and others in the next month or so. In any case I will be permanently relocated in the D.C. area by summer, we hope.

ASR: As our General Manager do you plan to make presentations to amateur groups?

N2CF: I hope to be quite active and to travel widely to bring interesting presentations to groups around the country. I feel there is a real need to get out with a presence and bring our story right to club level. I want to help educate the amateur radio community to Phase IIIB and to share the excitement I feel about amateur satellites with all those who will listen.

ASR: When do you start work?

N2CF: April 25 will be at work.

ASR: Will you see us at the Dayton Hamvention this year?

N2CF: Without a doubt! I look forward to it with great excitement.

ASR: Well congratulations, Bill, on your new job and we know all the AMSAT members are pulling for you. Do you have any closing remarks?

N2CF: The General Manager's position is a dream job for me. I couldn't have designed a more challenging, exciting circumstance myself. In the months ahead I look forward enthusiastically to meeting as many of the members as possible and to get their ideas into how best to make use of the opportunities that lie ahead. I want to encourage members to participate at the highest level they can and to help shape the organization for the exciting times that lie just ahead. AMSAT is one of the most significant forces in amateur radio today. I hope to advance our collective ideals and bring AMSAT to new heights of success in both building spacecraft and promoting the fun and educational aspects of using them. And I look forward to working with you all in making these positive things come about starting right now. Thanks!

ASR: Thank you, Bill. Thanks Amateur Satellite Report

Board Meeting Minutes Continued from Orbit No. 12

In discussing publications, the Board heard that ASR is a no-cost, self-funding enterprise now endorsed by ARRL. Orbit magazine has, since its inception, failed to pay for itself as planned. WA2LQQ explained the root of the problem as being inadequate readership levels. The Orbit concept was based (3 years ago) on having the magazine adequately advertise revenue to offset all of publication so that no money would flow from the treasury to the magazine. However, since the expected influx of new members attending the launch of Phase IIIB didn't happen, the cost per-reader-reached to a potential advertiser has been much higher than comparable magazines (e.g. QST, 73, CQ, HR, etc.). Without advertising revenues, AMSAT's choice has been to either make up the difference from the treasury or scrap the magazine until membership levels improve. The latter option would present an improved cost picture to the prospective advertiser. The Board decided that Orbit should continue through without interruption despite the additional costs involved because of the keen member interest in the magazine despite its schedule/production delays. Six issues were budgeted for 1983. The Board then heard that the difficulties in maintaining the 1982 schedule were largely attributable to overload of one or two key individuals. WA2LQQ then explained that there were three new editors coming on-line early next year to help relieve the overloaded workload. N1DM, W4OWA and KB2M will be "in training" over the next few months.

The Board then turned to the election of officers, the establishment of new offices and the ratification of appointments.

Reelected W6SP Chairman

Elected KA9Q Secretary to the Board

Reelected W3IWI President

Elected WA2LQQ Executive Vice President

Elected W9OCL Senior Vice President (a new position)

Reelected W3GEY Vice President/Engineering

Reelected K1HTV Vice President/Operations

Reelected K9LF Vice President/Special Projects

Elected K0SI Assistant Vice President/Ops for Spacecraft Operations (new position)

Elected W4RP Assistant Vice President/Ops for User Services (new position)

Elected W2FY Assistant Vice President/Eng for Research & Development (new position)

Elected K2DS Assistant Vice President/Eng for Spacecraft Engineering (new position)

Elected KA9Q Assistant Vice President/Eng for Systems Analysis (new position)

Reelected K4YV Treasurer

Rated K2DS PACSAT Project Manager, W2RS Chairman, Management/Finance Committee, W1HDX Manager of Ground Station Development.

A statement for the record was submitted by W3GEY stating that the Board's rationale for instituting the new offices was to facilitate the transition of responsibility to new hands in an orderly manner. Jan regretted the appearance of bureaucracy that might result from the creation of the new slots. (W3JWI, W3GEY and K1HTV indicated their desire to "retire" in the next several months.)

The Board declined to act to add two new chairs to the Board to bring the total number to 9.

Special recognition of the Board of Directors was extended to KASEIM, W4OWA, KD6IG and the SRI team, W8GOW. K1HTV will communicate the Board's appreciation.

The meeting closed with a playing of an audio tape recording of greetings from AMSAT UK Secretary G3AAI. The meeting was adjourned at 16:15 Sunday.

South American Chief A.C. Tapped

Carlos Huertas, LU4ENQ, AMSAT Area Coordinator for Argentina has been named Chief AMSAT Area Coordinator for South America. Carlos has also agreed to serve as AMSAT Phase IIIB Special Service Channel Coordinator for that continent. LU4ENQ will join the growing number of Phase IIIB Bulletin Stations who will be using the Special Service Channels (SSCs) after the satellite goes into its operational phase. Transmissions from LU4ENQ will be primarily in Spanish with a target audience of Radio Amateurs in South and Central America as well as the islands in the Caribbean. These transmissions will use information received via satellite from the Phase IIIB General Beacon as well as from other Bulletin stations and will include news of Radio Amateur Satellite matters, radio propagation, DX and other information of general interest to the Spanish speaking community. Assisting Carlos, LU4ENQ, will be AMSAT members, L8EIC and L8DYY.

Carlos is a contributing editor for the Spanish language ham magazine REVISTA, the monthly publication of RCA, the Radio Club of Argentina. He writes a monthly column on VHF and satellites, providing the latest info on these matters to interested hams in L.U. land. When not at work (IBM Argentina) Carlos uses his TRS-80 Color 32K computer to perform AMSAT related chores such as generating orbital data for monthly publication in REVISTA, transmitting BASIC satellite programs on FM-AFSK on the L.U. AMSAT Net, keeping a FILE of satellite users and local area coordinators, making mailing labels for local radio clubs as well as a number of other computer tasks. Congratulations and thanks to Carlos and his dedicated assistants — K1HTV

Thanks Amateur Satellite Report
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path. Signals were first bounced off the moon just after World War II by a powerful radar in Massachusetts. Hams have been doing it on various vhf and uhf frequencies since the mid-fifties. The NRAO event will use 70-cm EME signals. Because of the tremendous sensitivity of the 140-foot dish to be used at Green Bank, quite modest Amateur stations will be able to communicate with distant stations far beyond their normal radio range (horizon) at uhf. As little as 1000 watts effective radiated power (ERP) should be adequate according to AMSAT President W31W1, Dr. Thomas A. Clark, himself a NASA Radio Astronomer and avid EME proponent.

According to Dr. Clark, "This EME opportunity should provide many... uhf enthusiasts with a unique opportunity to work a rare state and to test their station hardware in advance of the Phase IIIB launch." Tom points out that the 1000-watt ERP level is about what will be required to use Phase IIIB, Mode B. As little as 200 to 400 watts ERP could be used for cw with good results.

The EME schedule is as follows: 13 May/22.00 UTC - 14 May/01:15 UTC; 14 May/12:00 UTC - 15 May/02:15 UTC; 15 May/12:45 UTC - 16 May/03:30 UTC.

A total of 31 hours of activity is scheduled. Participating Amateurs associated with NRAO will be W4BZJ, N4HTL, K8HJU, K8IWI, K8QJI, W4UB, N4FWA, K2AOE, VK2BMZ, N4HTK, W4OZJ, K8NQR, W8MIF.

Thanks Amateur Satellite Report

ARRL Taps AMSAT President For Technical Slot

ARRL General Manager Dave Sumner, K1ZZ, has told ASR that Mr. Paul Rimako, W4R1, has been selected to become ARRL's new Technical Editor of the QST staff. He will replace the retiring Doug DeMaw, W1FB, in early May. Paul will report directly to K1ZZ who, in addition to being ARRL General Manager, is Editor of QST.

Paul has had a distinguished career in advanced Amateur Radio circles and is currently President of AMRAD, The Amateur Radio Research and Development Corporation, a non-profit scientific/educational corporation. He also edits the ARMS newsletter as well as QEX, ARRL's new advanced experimenter's newsletter. Paul has been an AMSAT Life Member almost from its founding (LM-36) and is an ardent advocate of Amateur Radio satellites.

Among the seemingly endless accomplishments Paul has to his credit are experiments in spread spectrum (under an STA) and packet radio development including a key role in the recent AMSAT-sponsored PACSAT meetings which resulted in new standards (AX.25) for Amateur Packet Radio protocol. He has published several articles in Amateur Radio journals. Professionally Paul has recently been a consultant to computer and networking concerns.

In a recent telephone interview with ASR Mr. Paul expressed "continued enthusiastic support for AMSAT. I hope to further the close ties especially in the technical area, between ARRL and AMSAT. I plan to further emphasize satellite communications in ARRL publications."

A landmark survey conducted by Florida State University for ARRL in 1979 indicated a strong predilection of Amateurs for digital communications and personal computing. In selecting W4R1 to head ARRL's technical department, ASR believes a major coup has transpired. It is hard to conceive of a more deft choice given the inevitable "digitalization" of Amateur Radio in the next decade! Well done!

Thanks Amateur Satellite Report

New Sked For AO-8 Announced

AMSAT OSCAR 8 Operations Manager W9KDR has announced a revised schedule for AO-8 effective immediately. The new schedule calls for Mode A on (UTC) Sundays, Mondays and Tuesdays, Mode J on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays. On Wednesdays AO-8 will be in recharge mode with even the beacon turned off for better charge rate.

AO-8 will be five years old on 5 March 83. There has been concern voiced recently about the overall battery condition. (ASR #51) AO-8 Command Stations W9KDR, W3HJ, K8NW and W6CG as well as observer K9CIS have been closely monitoring battery condition as it is reflected in telemetry channel 3 according to W9KDR.

For several years AO-8 has been in dual AJ Mode twice a week. Although this provides a very heavy load, the strong battery in conjunction with careful monitoring has provided a maximum of satellite usefulness according to W9KDR. Now, with battery aging evidenced, more prudent power budgets are sought. The new schedule reflects the new realities together with an implicit recognition of the preponderance of Mode A time afforded by the several Radio Spuniks now operational.

"It's not generally known, but Mode J actually draws more power than Mode A," suggested Bernie Glasmeyer, W9KDR, from ARRL HQ recently. "In the past, when the batteries were new, we could live with dual AJ, but those days are over for the foreseeable future," added W9KDR. "Our aim has been to strike a balance of service between Mode A and J but always with the health of the spacecraft uppermost in our minds. And though we remain concerned about the state of the spacecraft, we want to assure its continued service by careful operations planning," Bernie concluded.

Launched from Vandenberg AFB, California on March 5, 1978, AMSAT OSCAR 8 has made over 25,000 orbits in nearly 5 years in orbit traveling 722 million miles (nearly four round trips to the sun) at an average velocity of 16,700 miles per hour!

Thanks Amateur Satellite Report

Did You Renew Your Membership Recently?

Your Support IS NEEDED!
A Message from UoSAT Headquarters.

Big ARLR Donation Boosts Fund Drive

ARL Foundation President Robert York Chapman, W1QV, has presented AMSAT Chairman John Browning, W6SP, with a check for $20,000 to help in financing AMSAT's Phase IIIB spacecraft. At a recent meeting in Los Angeles Mr. Chapman presented the check which comprised a total of $10,000 from the Foundation and an additional $10,000 voted by the ARL board of Directors. In recent years ARL support of AMSAT's Phase III Program has amounted to nearly $100,000 raised by ARL through its members and through matching funds.

ARL's donation comes at a propitious time. "Although the annual national campaign is rejuvenating our depleted coffers, the ARL input is most welcome and will certainly balance a further draw down on reserves as we approach the Phase IIIB launch campaign," remarked AMSAT Executive Vice President Vern "Rip" Riporcella, W4LQ. "January is always the leanest month since renewals are just beginning to appear, the big campaign at Dayton is months away and end of year bills have arrived. The timing could hardly have been better," added W8LQ.

ASR expresses the sincere thanks of all AMSAT members and amateur space advocates for the continued, enthusiastic support AMSAT enjoys from ARL. Thanks Amateur Satellite Report

Phase IIIB's L-band transponder will give hams access to an orbiting microwave link for the first time (1269 MHz uplink and 436 MHz downlink). Although many hams are just now discovering the joys and challenges of those bands above 1 GHz, microwave communication is by no means new. In some cases, it even preceded much of the experimental work on the hf bands.

How long has microwave communication been practical? Longer than most of us think. On February 11th, England's Marconi Commercial Communication Systems celebrated the 50th anniversary of the world's first commercial microwave link—from the Vatican to the Pope's summer residence at Castel Gandolfo. The 15-mile line was installed during the autumn and winter of 1932 and 1933 and was inaugurated on February 11th, 1933. The Marconi Marconi himself demonstrated the system to Pope Pius XI.

The Vatican's microwave link followed several years of experimentation by the company's Propagation Section at Chelmsford, England and by Marconi at his private laboratories in Italy. An 11-mile link near Genoa in October 1931 provided the first practical demonstration. An experimental duplex telephone link, spanning about 22 miles, was built the next year.
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P. O. Box 27  Washington, DC 20044

BYLAWS OF THE RADIO AMATEUR SATELLITE CORPORATION

Article I — "Name and Definition"

Section 1
The name of this organization shall be: Radio Amateur Satellite Corporation (AMSAT).

Section 2
The organization shall be a non-profit scientific corporation, incorporated in the District of Columbia.

Article II — "Purposes and Objectives"

Section 1
The purposes and objectives of the Radio Amateur Satellite Corporation are:
A. To provide satellites that can be used for amateur radio communication and experimentation by suitably equipped amateur radio stations throughout the world on a non-discriminatory basis.
B. To encourage development of skills and the advancement of specialized knowledge in the art and practice of amateur radio communications and space science.
C. To foster international goodwill and cooperation through joint experimentation and study, and through the wide participation in these activities on a non-commercial basis by radio amateurs of the world.
D. To facilitate communications by means of amateur satellites in times of emergency.
E. To encourage the more effective and expanded use of the higher frequency amateur bands.
F. To disseminate scientific, technical and operational information derived from such communications and experimentation, and to encourage publication of such information in treatises, theses, trade publications, technical journals or other public media.

Article III — "Membership, Dues and Privileges of Membership"

Section 1
Membership shall be open internationally to any person or group indicating an interest in supporting the purposes, objectives and activities of the Corporation. An applicant for membership shall complete an application form and membership shall become effective upon receipt of membership dues.

Section 2
There shall be two classes of members. The designation of each class of member, the qualifications and rights of the members of each class and their voting rights are as follows:
A. A Member shall be a person who demonstrates interest in furthering the goals of the Corporation by filling out an application form and paying his annual dues. A Member shall have the opportunity to participate in the activities of the Corporation, to hold office and shall be entitled to one vote for each position to be filled in the elections for the Board of Directors.
B. A Member Society shall be a recognized group, club or organization which participates constructively in the activities of the Corporation. To attain the status of Member Society, the organization shall submit a Member Society Application form signed by an authorized officer of the organization. A Member Society shall be entitled to nominate two Members as candidates for the Board of Directors of the Corporation.

Section 3
Member dues per annum shall be twenty-four dollars ($24.00) in the U.S., Canada and Mexico, and twenty-six dollars ($26.00) elsewhere. Dues for each additional member of the immediate family shall be two dollars ($2.00) per annum. Annual dues for Member Societies shall be fifty dollars ($50.00) per organization. Organizations which become members in the first year of activity of the Corporation shall be designated "Charter Member Societies". Senior citizens over 65 and students under 18 years may apply for AMSAT membership at 3/4 of the full rate. Life Memberships are available for a one-time fee of 25 times the appropriate annual rate. Dues may be waived on an individual basis at the discretion of the Board of Directors. A minimum of one renewal notice shall be sent to Members and Member Societies at least sixty days prior to expiration date.

Article IV — "Elected Officers, Committees, Appointed Officials and Their Responsibilities"

Section 1
The general policies of the Corporation shall be established by a Board of Directors.

Section 2
The Board of Directors shall consist of seven Members of the Corporation. The Directors shall be elected by the Membership at the annual meeting for a two-year term. Four Directors shall be elected in odd numbered years; three shall be elected in even numbered years. The Directors shall assume office immediately upon election.

Section 3
The Board of Directors, at their first meeting following the annual meeting, shall elect the Corporate Officers. Newly elected officers shall assume their respective offices immediately upon their acceptance. The retiring officers shall be responsible for assuring the effective transfer of records and responsibilities to the incoming officers.

Section 4
Officers of the Corporation shall be the President, Executive Vice President, Vice President - Engineering, Vice President - Operations, Secretary, and Treasurer. Additional Officers may be elected by the Board of Directors at the discretion of the Board.

Section 5
Duties of the Officers:
A. The President shall be responsible for presiding over the membership meetings, coordinating all activities of the Corporation, authorizing all Corporation expenditures, and making final decisions in internal matters not resolved by the other officers. The President may appoint committees for a period of up to one year. Standing Committees shall require the approval of the Board of Directors.
B. The Executive Vice President shall act as Chairman Ex Officio of all Committees. He shall receive and coordinate reports which the Committees may generate. He shall facilitate communications between liaison officers and the Corporation. He shall act in the place of the President in his absence.
C. The Vice President - Engineering shall be responsible for managing and coordinating the activities of the technical staff.
D. The Vice President - Operations shall be responsible for the internal administrative functions of the Corporation, and for coordinating the use of the services provided by the Corporation.
E. The Secretary shall be responsible for maintaining active communication with the Members and others who may be interested in the activities of the Corporation, and shall maintain records of the Corporation's activities and minutes of the meetings.
F. The Treasurer shall be responsible for accounting for all revenues and expenditures, collecting all dues, serving notices of renewal, developing the yearly budget, preparing a financial report to be included in the Annual Report and such other interim financial reports as may be required by the Board of Directors. He shall be responsible for assuring that an annual audit is performed by person(s) designated by the Board of Directors.

Section 6
The President may appoint Liaison officers, Consultants and such other appointed officials as the Board of Directors deems necessary and for the period deemed necessary.

Section 7
Vacancies in office:
A. The resignation of an Officer or Director shall be submitted at least one month before the effective date.
B. In event of resignation or demise of the President, the Executive Vice President shall assume the office of President until the next annual election of Officers.
C. In event of a vacancy in the office of any elected Corporate Officer other than the President as a result of the resignation or demise of such officer, the Board of Directors shall elect a temporary officer to fill the vacancy until the next annual meeting.
D. In event of resignation or demise of a member of the Board of Directors the position shall be filled until the next annual election by an alternate selected in the manner specified in Article V, Section 4.

Section 8
A Director may be suspended by presentation to the Secretary of a petition signed by ten percent of the Membership. Upon receipt of this petition, a special election shall be called by the Secretary or another Corporate Officer acting for him. This election shall take place at a special meeting of the Corporation which shall be held within sixty days from receipt of the petition.

Article V — "Meetings"

Section 1
An annual meeting of the Corporation shall be held between September 1 and December 31 of each year. The Membership shall be given not less than thirty days written notice of the date and place of the meeting. At this meeting the Officers shall present an annual report and the election of Directors shall take place.

Section 2
Written nominations of candidates who have agreed to serve if elected to the Board shall be submitted to the Secretary by an authorized Officer of the Member Society by a date specified in advance of the annual meeting. A candidate may also be nominated by five regular Members.

Section 3
At the annual meeting votes for directors shall be counted. A mail ballot shall accompany the meeting notice. Voting shall be conducted by secret mail ballots in a fair and democratic manner, and ballots must be received prior to the close of the annual meeting.

Section 4
The three or four Members receiving the largest number of votes shall be declared elected to the Board of Directors. The two nominees receiving the next largest number of votes shall be named first and second alternate.

Section 5
A simple majority of the Board of Directors shall constitute a quorum.

Section 6
The President may invoke Roberts Rules of Order in case of parliamentary question.

Section 7
The Board of Directors shall meet after the annual meeting but prior to January 1 for the purpose of electing Officers. Additional meetings of the Board of Directors shall be held as deemed necessary by the Board.

Article VI — "Policy as to Inventions and Patents"

Section 1
In the event that a Member of the Corporation, either solely or jointly with others, makes an invention, whether or not patentable, relating to the work of the Corporation, then the obligation of such Member to his regular employer shall take precedence and all rights in such invention shall be disposed of in accordance with the requirements of such regular employer.

Section 2
In the case of an invention in which the regular employer has no rights as determined by the employer and employee, the inventor may, if he wishes, disclose the invention to the Corporation in such form as it may designate, and may grant to the Corporation any rights in such invention which he may feel appropriate.

Article VII — "Adoption of the Bylaws"
The Bylaws of the Corporation shall be adopted upon affirmative vote by a simple majority of the Members present at a regular meeting. For this purpose only, a Member is defined as a person who has submitted a completed application form.

Article VIII — "Amending the Bylaws"
Changes in the Bylaws of the Corporation shall require approval of two-thirds or more of the Directors. Notice of an amendment which has received such approval shall be circulated to the Members of the Corporation. The amendment shall take effect thirty days after mailing of said notice, unless written objection is received from at least ten percent of the Membership. In that case a mail vote shall be taken. Approval of the amendment shall then require a simple majority of those Members responding.

Bylaws Approved: May 8, 1969

Revised: Nov. 12, 1969 (Art. IV, Sect. 5, ¶F, concerning audits, and deletion of Art. IV, Sect. 9).
Revised: Dec. 15, 1970 (Art. II, Sect. 2b and 3, and Art. 5, Sect. 2, concerning change of "Member Club" to "Member Society").
Revised: Nov. 1972 (Art. V, Sect. 1, 2, 3 and 7, concerning changes in voting procedures and meeting dates).
Revised: Dec. 17, 1972 (Art. IV, Sect. 4, concerning provisions for the election of additional officers).
"Fred Works OSCAR"

By Joe Kasser, G3ZCZ/4X

Review: When last we visited Fred, Pat and Norma (last year), Fred was beginning to pick up on the finer points of basic Mode A operation, the equipment and terminology. We now rejoin the merry bunch in Norwich, Norfolk, England.

"If you want to get into horizon and sub-horizon activity," continued Pat, "then you’ll want to use rotating directional antennas. Now Quads and Yagis at 10 Meters are heavy, wind-resistant and too large for the smaller VHF type of rotator. An excellent beam of good performance, yet with wind resistance and mass which is quite suitable for adding to an existing mounted system is the ‘ZL special’ or HB9CV antenna. A 10 Meter version made from 300 ohm ribbon cable can be taped to bamboo poles and fed with 75 ohm cable. It’s simple to make!"

"Would you sketch it for me?" asked Fred.

"OK," said Pat, and within moments he had produced Figure 4. "It's turning radius is less than eight feet and it may be mounted six feet below a two Meter antenna without any interaction between the antennas. It does suffer from limitations of linear polarization but periods of total fadeout are only of a few seconds duration due to the superior signal strength."

"Good fade margin," said Fred, showing off.

"Exactly," replied Pat. "And, if you want, you can place two of them at 90° separated by an electrical quarter-wave of coaxial cable, add a further quarter-wave of 52 ohm cable as a matching section and then run 75 ohm cable back to the receiver."

"Like this," asked Fred, showing his sketch work, (Figure 5).

"More or less," said Pat. "G8NXI built a ZL special like that. I have got a photo of it somewhere. Let’s go back into the shack and I’ll look for it."

Pat and Fred went back into the shack. There Pat dug deep into a pile of papers, QSL cards and magazines.

"It’s over there!"

He reached across and picked up something. As he leaned back an overfilled ashtray smashed on the floor.

"Blast!" exclaimed Pat. "Here. You look at this while I clean up."

(He handed Fred the photograph and busied himself momentarily. See Figure 6)

"G8NXI put his up at 30 feet and found that it outperformed my TA-33 beam at 60 feet. Early measurements indicated a 1:1 SWR at 29.45 MHz and 1.2:1 over the OSCAR downlink band. It seems to have a forward gain of 5.4 dB. Front-to-back ratio is better than 30 dB and the side lobes at 45° are down more than 14 dB! It performs admirably at horizon passes and subhorizon signals are clearly audible under suitable conditions."

Fig. 4 — ZL Special made from 300-ohm ribbon for 29 MHz.

Parts I and II appeared in Orbit 9 and 10 respectively.

March/April 1983
Fred told him and Pat asked him to hold on while he found his copy of the same magazine. Pat came back on the phone laughing.

"Fred," he chortled, "ORBIT predictions are always given in Greenwich Mean Time GMT (or Coordinated Universal Time UTC) not local time. You forgot to convert GMT to local time!"

"You're right," said Fred, "and I'm the village idiot!"

"Don't feel too bad" consoled Pat. "Lots of people do the same when getting started in OSCAR. Try again later and then let me know how you get on!"

When at last AMSAT-OSCAR 7 peeked over the horizon, Fred was ready. He copied the whole pass. Switching antennas compensated for QSB and kept signal strengths reasonably constant at S4 to 5. Now he could copy the beacon, although not well. Fred was happy enough having improved his setup. Yet he was not entirely satisfied. Here he had his balcony festooned with all manner of wires yet he felt that his receiving system was not quite adequate for OSCAR operation. Worse yet, he could not think of any way to improve it! Routinely, he picked up the telephone to call Pat.

After patiently listening to Fred's story, Pat replied, "Fred, your basic problem is that you can't get the antennas up in the air."

"So tell me something that I don't know," snapped Fred.

"Well, all is not lost you know," said Pat. "You have three choices."

"What are those?"

"Well first, you can forget about OSCAR."

"Not likely!" Fred leaped at the bait.

"Second, you can operate the way things are. You will make quite a few contacts providing you keep your own transmitted power level down so that you hear yourself as a weak signal. This means that you won't be
a crocodile, will be able to work people but will miss the weak ones. That probably means missing some good DX."

"And my last choice?" chanced Fred.

"Have you considered Mode B or Mode J?"

"No," he replied. "Aren't they, uh, harder to work than Mode A?"

"In some ways yes...some ways no."

"Here we go again," Fred mused. "That was your answer on propagation I recall."

"Tell you what," said Pat. "Tomorrow is a Mode B and Mode J day. Why don't you come over and copy those passes and then let's discuss what's involved in working those modes."

"It's a deal," said Fred. "I'll come over and listen but for now I don't think I'll ever work OSCAR."

"Look Fred, why do you want to work OSCAR in the first place?"

"It's a challenge and living in an apartment I can't work any HF DX. I'm limited to VHF and there's only so much of that I can do on two Meter FM!"

"Yes, I forgot," Pat conceded the point. "Don't you have a multimode two meter rig?"

"Yes, I bought it last year but didn't hear a thing on the low end of the band. I've been using it only on FM since and had intended to use the ssb/cw section for my Mode A uplink."

"You mean to say that you have never even tried listening to Mode B?" cried out Pat.

"Not really," shrugged Fred.

"Shame on you!" retorted Pat. "What antenna are you using on two meters?"

"A ground plane mounted on the railing."

"Can you make up a turnstile?"

"Sure" said Fred. "How big?"

Pat gave him the dimensions (Figure 7). The antenna is made of hardware store 1/4 inch aluminum rod with a plexiglas insulator at the center.

"Bring the two coax lines into the shack and route them and the vertical to the receiver via a three-way switch." finished Pat.

"OK." said Fred. "Are you sure this is going to work?"

"Do chickens lay eggs?" replied Pat.

Fred was not sure what that meant so he assumed the affirmative. In any event he decided to let the matter lie. Later Fred drove to the hardware store and picked up a six foot section on aluminum rod. Making and mounting the antenna didn't take very long. By midnight he had the antenna mounted and the coax lines brought into the shack. They were fed to the transceiver through the same switch that he had used in his Mode A receiving arrangement. That night he fell off to sleep brimming with expectation.

Next evening Fred was once again down in the shack well before the scheduled equatorial crossing time for AMSAT-OSCAR 7. He tuned around the low end of the two Meter band for awhile but heard nothing. The band was quiet. He tuned to the FM band and copied several simplex QSO's as well as the local repeater. He checked out his antennas by checking the difference when monitoring the FM contacts. They seemed to work correctly. At last the spacecraft crossed the equator and Fred tuned the AMSAT-OSCAR 7 Mode B pass-band. Gone were the TV line oscillator harmonics. The power line noise was conspicuous by its absence. Fred tuned around and heard nothing except for the hissing noise in his receiver.

"It's a bust!" he cried out, "I should hear something by now."

Fred was about to give up and telephone Pat when a cw signal sounded in his speaker. He was overjoyed. He quickly tuned around listening to cw and ssb contacts. He tuned to the beacon and copied some of the telemetry too.

Signals from the satellite were now loud and clear. Fades were fewer than on Mode A and signals were much stronger. The beacon peaked at S7 and individual signals ranged from barely receivable to S8 or even S9. Twenty minutes later the signals died abruptly as the spacecraft retreated below Fred's horizon.

"Mode B is the way to go," he vowed to himself. Instantly he picked up the telephone to call Pat.

"Hello Fred," said Pat answering the telephone on the first ring. "I just bet Norma that this would be you on the phone."

"How were you so sure?" pressed Fred.

"The Mode B pass just finished." Pat laughed. "Do you want to come over and listen to Mode J?"

"Not tonight," replied Fred. "I was out late last night and should spend some time at home. Say, that pass was fantastic!"

"Most people find it that way," said Pat, "when they get around to copying it."

"But why?" asked Fred.

"Well," continued Pat, "do you remember our discussion on antennas the other day?"

"Sure do."

"Well, when we talked about the ideal antenna, we discovered that it was impractical on 10 Meters because of its size."

![Fig. 7 — 432 MHz Turnstile.](image-url)
"On two Meters it would be a lot smaller and would be practical," Fred interrupted.

"Exactly," continued Pat. "In fact, the majority of serious two Meter and 70 cm stations already use high gain Yagi antennas for terrestrial communications. Many of them first get on Mode A by firing their regular two Meter antenna at the bird and using a dipole for 10 Meter receiving. These people also tend to be VHF-only operators who are graduating to the satellite field."

"Yes?" Fred puzzled.

"Well, using a high-gain, rotatable antenna allows them to put a disrespectfully large signal into the satellite at the horizon (when they cannot hear it), and a poor one into the satellite when it is high in the sky and they can’t! Isn’t that ludicrous!"

"Crocodiles," Fred added.

"Anyhow, you just copied Mode B with a simple, no-gain antenna. If you added 10 dB of gain to the antenna and a preamplifier with 10 or 12 dB more gain you would be copying a superb signal from AMSAT-OSCAR 7’s Mode B transponder."

Just then Fred heard the sounds of World War II coming from the den.

"Pat," he exclaimed, "I have got to sign off ‘cause the kids are fighting again."

"OK." said Pat. "Let’s get together tomorrow."

"OK. Bye."

Hanging up the phone Fred raced into the next room to quell the domestic distress.

About a week later, Fred was over at Pat’s house again to pick up the 432 MHz transmitter. They were sitting in the shack while Pat dusted off the exciter.

"If Mode B is so much better than Mode A, what is Mode J like?" Fred opened.

"Ah," said Pat. "It depends."

"On what?" rejoined Fred.

"It depends on how good a receiving system you have for 435 MHz. The Mode J transmitter on AMSAT-OSCAR 8 transmits only 500 milliwatts to a quarter wave monopole antenna. AMSAT-OSCAR 7 uses a canted turnstile antenna for Mode B and has an output power of 6 to 8 Watts. It is thus putting out a much greater signal up to 12 dB or 2 "S" units stronger. In addition, the path loss on the Mode J downlink is about 158 dB at 435 MHz and only about 149 dB at 145 MHz. That means the Mode J received signals are at least 21 dB down from the Mode B signals. It we then include the fact that coax cable losses are greater at 435 MHz than at 145 MHz, the signals at the receiver are that much less."

"That’s fantastic," said Fred. "If Mode J is so weak, how can people use it?"

"Well," responded Pat, "don’t forget that we assumed an antenna with no gain. Let’s add an antenna with 10 to 20 dB gain, a preamplifier with another 10-12 dB gain and let’s use quality coaxial cable with a loss of not more than 3 dB. That improves our signal by 23 to 35 dB which makes it very usable. K9CIS described his experiences in getting onto Mode J in Orbit magazine #8.

"I guess that there are people who swear at, and those who swear by Mode J," joked Fred.

"You could say that," said Pat. "There’s a pass coming in a few minutes. Let’s listen to it."

Pat powered up the rig and switched the antennas. He consulted a range circle chart, looked up and said, "Three minutes to AOS."

"How do you know exactly?" asked Fred. "I find the equatorial crossing time and wait until it shows up."

"There are many ways," replied Pat. "You can use a computer, a calculator or a simple circular-range plotter as I do. Look. This is a simple circular projection of the world centered on my QTH. You can use the same one for pointing HF antennas. A range circle is drawn around the QTH. Now, by definition I can access the satellite anytime that it is in the circle. An orbit track plot can be rotated around the globe like so. I place the orbit track line on the equator at the crossing point for the next orbit and count the number of divisions until the track crosses my range circle and there you are. Three minutes, which, by the way, is just about now!"

No sooner had he said that when the sound of the AMSAT-OSCAR 8 Mode J beacon was heard in the receiver. Pat allowed Fred to tune during the pass while he adjusted the antennas. Fred noted that the signals had much less QSB than Mode B but only reached about S6 on the receiver. What few signals were there were perfectly copyable. As predicted, they vanished suddenly at LOS."

"Not bad," conceded Fred, "but fade margin is not too good at 435 MHz, Pat."

"I have been meaning to do something about it," Pat replied. "Mode J does not have as deep fades as Mode B on my helical antenna so I haven’t bothered. S6 is perfectly copyable anyhow."

"Why were there such few signals as compared to Mode B?" Fred asked.

"I suppose other people have receiver problems," said Pat. "Also, since the uplink is at 145 MHz and the downlink is at 435 MHz, the third harmonic of the transmitter desenses the receiver adding to the problems. It’s really a shame because the ground station can be set up to produce a good received signal."

"That pass was much shorter than Mode B," observed Fred.

"That’s because the satellite is in a lower orbit," Pat replied. "That means reduced maximum range and DX available."

Fred picked up the transmitter and felt a glow of anticipation. Saying his goodnights, he left Pat and Norma to their television and journeyed home to set up his station for his date with OSCAR.

The next evening he was ready. Not having steerable antennas, he did not have to track the spacecraft so he could concentrate on his transmitting and receiving. He calculated his approximate receiver frequency based on the Xtal frequency, allowed a little for Doppler shift.
and wrote it down. When AMSAT-OSCAR 7 came over his horizon he heard the friendly "Hi Hi" from the beacon. Hesitatingly he sent "dits" on the transmitter and tuned to where he thought the downlink should be. He tuned for a few seconds hearing many signals and suddenly heard his own dits. "Is it me?" he wondered and stopped sending. The "dits" stopped too! "It is!" he exclaimed and immediately began to call CQ. Sure enough, the signal he was listening to also began to call CQ and it signed his call sign. He was sure that he was hearing himself. He noticed that the frequency was changing and thought "Aha! Doppler effect," to himself as he retuned slightly. He stopped sending with after a "K" and waited. No reply. Disappointed, he sent another CQ. He was hearing himself S6 to S7. Others should be able to hear him as well he concluded.

Then, he heard a signal swish across the band and zero-beat on him. Fred ended his CQ call. The other signal mercifully began to call him. Joy of joys! This was too much! His first OSCAR QSO. Fred answered the call, sent his name, report and QTH. He blurted out that this was his first OSCAR QSO. Back came his report: 567 (not bad for 10 Watts to a turnstile).

"What do you know," sighed Fred. "I finally worked OSCAR."

[And they lived happily ever after.]

Editor's note: This concludes the "Freddie" series; although references to AO-7 are of course now out-of-date, the mentions were retained for historical and contextual purposes. AO-7 ceased operating in June 1981.

In case you are wondering what the rest of WIHDX's satellite antenna system looks like, here is a broader view. His description of the dish appears beginning on page 4 of this issue.
**Orbit Predictions**

By Phil Karn, KA9Q

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>UTC</th>
<th>RA</th>
<th>Dec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mar 30</td>
<td>01:20:18</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>114.93915</td>
<td>28.736758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 30</td>
<td>02:02:29</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>103.16790</td>
<td>25.794288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 23</td>
<td>09:27:38</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>118.51969</td>
<td>29.756726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 23</td>
<td>11:31:29</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>119.39341</td>
<td>29.975531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 23</td>
<td>00:31:57</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>119.39341</td>
<td>29.975531</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>UTC</th>
<th>RA</th>
<th>Dec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mar 30</td>
<td>01:20:23</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>119.50452</td>
<td>29.015594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 24</td>
<td>01:20:28</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>118.71498</td>
<td>29.806766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 24</td>
<td>00:51:19</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>119.91579</td>
<td>29.925791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 24</td>
<td>08:17:46</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>119.76317</td>
<td>30.267908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 24</td>
<td>01:48:34</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>119.76317</td>
<td>30.267908</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Satellite 7**

- **Number:** 7
- **Type:** E7
- **Inclination:** 90.2619 deg
- **Altitude:** 249.716 deg
- **Mean anomaly:** 90.2641 deg
- **Epoch:** Mar 23 09:27:38 1982 UTC
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- **Inclination:** 87.3523 deg
- **Altitude:** 49.3631 deg
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New Ariane Launch Schedule:
An ESA News Release

At its meeting on 23 and 24 February 1983, the council of the European Space Agency (ESA) took note of the status of the Ariane programme and studied the consequences of the delay, due to the failure of the Ariane L5 (+) launch, on the forthcoming missions.

Technical Status of the Programme

The technical recommendations of the board of enquiry, which related to the quality of the turbopump gearing and the operation of the lubrication system (see ESA/CNES press release of 21 October 1982), have been implemented. During recent months, versions of the turbopump gearing and the lubrication system from which these defects have been eliminated have been developed and tested. All the work involved is being submitted to a detailed review process aimed at confirming the flight-readiness of the L6 launcher.

After running in and inspection, the L6 turbopump has been fitted to the 3rd-stage engine, which is due to undergo hot acceptance testing by mid-March. This will be followed by assembly of the propulsion system and then of the complete 3rd stage, which will be dispatched to Guiana in late April. The 1st and 2nd stages will be shipped in March.

Concurrently with the specific action on the turbopump, certain important launcher elements have been intensively reviewed in order to improve their reliability, namely: the inertial-platform system, and the 3rd-stage feed and pressurisation systems.

Launch Schedule

In the light of the foregoing, the council confirmed its unanimous confidence in and support for the Ariane programme and adopted the following launch schedule: the Ariane L6 launch is scheduled for Friday, 3 June 1983 and January 1984 respectively.

Furthermore, mindful of the interests of the agency’s programmes and of the need to preserve the confidence shown by other Ariane customers and of the time-schedule commitments made, the council has taken the following steps to ensure that each payload is launched as soon as possible:

In order to reproduce a mission profile resembling as closely as possible that of L5—dual mission comprising the injection of two satellites into geostationary transfer orbit by means of the dual launch system, SYLDA—Ariane L6 will launch the ECS 1 (+ +) and AMSAT (+ + +) satellites.

With regard to the European x-ray observation satellite (EXOSAT), the scheduled launch date for L7 gives an insufficient safety margin vis-a-vis the closing of the launch window and, moreover, there is a risk of certain experiments in the payload deteriorating. Accordingly, and in response to the wishes of the European scientific community for an early launch, the ESA Council has decided to use a thror-delta 3914 launcher for placing EXOSAT in orbit. The launch is due to take place from Vandeberg Base in late May 1983. The Ariane 1 vehicle remaining available at the end of the promotion series will be assigned to launching, in July 1985, ESA’s Giotto Probe, whose task is to encounter Halley’s Comet early in 1986.

The L7 and L9 launchers have been assigned to the Intelsat V satellites F7, F8 and F9 of the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization.

The first launch of the Ariane 3 version, L10, is currently scheduled for March 1984. Ariane 3 is a more powerful version of the launcher, capable of injecting two spacecraft, each of up to 1195 kg, into geostationary transfer orbit. The agency’s satellites ECS-2 and MARECS-B2, the French satellites Telecom-1A and B, the Arab League satellite, ARABSAT-1, as well as the American satellites Western Union’s WESTAR-6, Southern Pacific’s SPACENET-1 and 2 and G-STAR 1 and 2 will be launched by Ariane 3.

(+) Prior to L5, the Ariane launcher had undergone 4 test launches, of which 3 were successful. These tests enabled 6 payloads to be placed in orbit, the most important being the meteorological satellite, METEOSAT, (ESA) and the telecommunications satellites APPLE (India) and MARECS-A (ESA/INMARSAT).

(+) (+) European communication satellite. (ESA/EUTELSAT)

(+) (+ +) AMSAT = Radio Amateur Telecommunications satellite
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By Geoffrey Falworth*

Satellite Log features launches into orbit since the beginning of 1980. The satellite name is that assigned by the launching agency (the international designation is in parenthesis) and the orbit (period, inclination to Earth's equator, apogee height, perigee height) is for shortly after launch; later maneuvers may modify this orbit. Transmissions are those which are publicly reported or assumed from the type of spacecraft involved.

Cosmos 1418 (1982-104A) launched on 1982 Oct 21; initial orbit: 92.33 min., 50°.67, 413 km., 371 km.; transmissions: none reported. Radar calibration satellite.


DSCS 16 (1982-106A) launched on 1982 Oct 30; initial orbit: 1432.06 min., 2°.47, 35779 km., 35643 km.; transmissions: 7250, 7250 to 7375, 7400 to 7450, 7490 to 7675, 7675.100, 7700 to 7725 MHz. Defense Satellite Communications System phase 2 spacecraft over longitude 55° West.

DSCS 3A (1982-106B) launched on 1982 Oct 30; initial orbit: 1436.34 min., 0°.44, 35862 km., 35728 km.; transmissions: 225 to 400; 7250 to 7310, 7350 to 7390, 7410 to 7495, 7515 to 7575, 7595 to 7655, 7675 to 7725 MHz. Defense Satellite Communications System phase 3 spacecraft over longitude 126° West.


Cosmos 1419 (1982-108A) launched on 1982 Nov 2; initial orbit: 89.29 min., 70°.34, 268 km., 211 km.; transmissions: none reported. Recoverable reconnaissance satellite.

Cosmos 1420 (1982-109A) launched on 1982 Nov 11; initial orbit: 100.80 min., 74°.00, 812 km., 780 km.; transmissions: none reported. Data relay satellite.

STS 6 (1982-110A) launched on 1982 Nov 11; initial orbit: 90.31 min., 28°.47, 301 km., 295 km.; transmissions: 259,400, 296,800, 2205,000, 2217,500, 2250,000, 2287,500 MHz; OV-102 Columbia in first operational flight carried SBS 3 (1982-110B) and Telesat 6 (1982-110C).

Telesat 6 (1982-110C) launched on 1982 Nov 11; initial orbit: 1436.14 min, 0°.04, 35806 km, 35776 km; transmissions: 11703 to 11757, 11716 to 11770, 1164 to 11818, 11777 to 11831, 11825 to 11879, 11838 to 11892, 11886 to 11940, 11899 to 11953, 11947 to 12001, 11960 to 12014, 12008 to 12062, 12021 to 12075, 12069 to 12123, 12082 to 12136, 12130 to 12184, 12143 to 12197 MHz. Telesat Canada communications spacecraft over longitude 112°.5 West.

Operations 8627 (1982-111A) launched on 1982 Nov 7; initial orbit: 92.12 min, 96°.98, 521 km, 232 km; transmissions: none reported. Reconnaissance satellite.

Cosmos 1421 (1982-112A) launched on 1982 Nov 18; initial orbit: 89.24 min, 70°.34, 263 km, 211 km; transmissions: none reported. Recoverable reconnaissance satellite.

Iskra 3 (1982-33AD) launched on 1982 Apr 18; initial orbit: 91.53 min, 51°.64, 355 km, 349 km; transmissions: 29.776 and 29.580 to 29.620 MHz. Amateur communications satellite ejected from Salyut 7 on 1982 Nov 18.

Raduga 11 (1982-113A) launched on 1982 Nov 26; initial orbit: 1436.28 min, 1°.22, 35806 km, 35781 km; transmissions: 3675, 3775, 3875, 7520 to 7750 MHz. Soviet communications satellite at Station 2 location over longitude 35° East.

Cosmos 1422 (1982-114A) launched on 1982 Dec 3; initial orbit: 89.68 min, 72°.85, 288 km, 228 km; transmissions: none reported. Recoverable reconnaissance satellite.

Satellite News: The news bulletin of satellites, spacecraft and space activity is available in four editions: Space Objects Digest, Military Space Digest, Space Operations Review and Space Systems Digest. The price is 25 cents per issue: subscribe for as many issues as you like. Payments and orders by International Money Order, cash or check. Please add $2 to personal checks for UK bank charges. Orders should be sent to: Geoffrey Falworth, 12 Barn Croft, Penwortham, Preston PR 10 5X, England.

WHY SETTLE FOR HALF THE BAND?
Enjoy super-gain, low VSWR, and FULL COVERAGE, 144 through 148 MHz, with less weight and windload. Dual-driven elements, balanced feed for a better match and clean pattern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth: 144-148 MHz</th>
<th>2Kw Balun 4:1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gain: 15.5 dBd</td>
<td>21° 5/1&quot; 4:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSWR: 1.2-1.2 &amp; less</td>
<td>Windload: 1.6 sq ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beamwidth: 28&quot;</td>
<td>Weight: 9 lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CIRCULAR POLARIZED For the Phase IIIB satellite and terrestrial DX, ATV, and FM. Minimizes multipath and flutter fading. Rugged symmetrical construction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth: 420-450 MHz</th>
<th>420-450-18C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gain: 12 dBBc</td>
<td>20 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSWR: 1.5 &amp; less</td>
<td>Windload: .5 sq ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F/B: 20 dB</td>
<td>Weight: 3.6 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baluns: 2K, 41.1 (2)</td>
<td>88°/11°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IDEAL for point-to-point and repeater control. Rear-mounted, vertically polarized, compact. Continuous coverage, 420-470 MHz. Direct coax feed suitable for most installations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth: 420-470 MHz</th>
<th>420-470-6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gain: 8 dBd</td>
<td>21° 4:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSWR: 1.2-1.2 &amp; less</td>
<td>Weight: 1.2 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F/B: 20 dB</td>
<td>Beamwidth: 60°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boom: 211° O.D.</td>
<td>20° min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEE YOUR KLM DEALER:

KLM Electronics, Inc. P.O. Box 816, Morgan Hill, CA 95037
Phone (408) 779-7363
CONVERTERS AND TRANSVERTERS FOR

OSCAR 7
OSCAR 8
PHASE III

Specifications:
Output Power: 10W
Receiver N.F.: 3 dB typ.

Receive Converters
MMc 144 $59.95
MMc 432-28(S) $81.50
MMc 432-28(TC) $79.95

Receive Preampifier:
PA-28 $35.95

OSCAR SYSTEMS FROM SPECTRUM INTERNATIONAL

Attention owners of the original MMT 432-28 models: Update your transverter to operate OSCAR 8 and Phase III by adding the 434 to 436 MHz range. Mod. kit including full instructions is $26.50 plus $1.50 shipping.

ANTENNAS
2-Meter 8 + 8 Twist Model 8XY/2M $57.75
Phasing Harness Model PMH/2C $12.35
48 el. 70 Cm Multibeam Model 70-MBM-48 $75.75
88 el. 70 Cm Multibeam Model 70-MBM-88

(ALL PRICES FOB CONCORD, MASSACHUSETTS)

Send 36 cents (two stamps) for full details of KVQ crystal filters and other products to fill all of your VHF/UHF equipment needs.

Preselector Filters • Amplifiers • SSB Transverters
Varactor Triplers • Counters • FM Transverters
Antennas • Decade Prescalers • VHF Converters
Oscillator Filters/Crystal Filters • UHF Converters

Master Card, VISA Card accepted

Spectrum
International, Inc.
Post Office Box 1084R
Concord, Mass. 01742, USA
When it comes to covering satellite communications, 73 runs rings around the competition. 73 publishes more articles about satellites and TVRO than any other ham radio magazine.

- more OSCAR articles
- more LISTENING articles
- more TVRO articles

In fact, since January of 1982, satellite-related articles have averaged 25% of the total number of articles published per issue of 73. The most recent of those covered such topics as:
  - OSCAR Tracking Antennas
  - PHASE III
  - OSCAR By The Numbers

And our regular monthly feature "SATELLITES" contains the latest AMSAT news, news of the Soviet satellites, OSCAR orbits, and more.

Learn more about satellite communications—subscribe to 73 Magazine and receive 12 monthly issues for only $19.97. Simply complete the coupon below (a photocopy is acceptable) and mail it to:

73 Magazine
P.O. Box 931
Farmingdale NY 11737

☑ YES! I want 12 issues of 73 for only $19.97.

☐ Check Enclosed  ☐ Bill Me  ☐ VISA  ☐ MC  ☐ AMEX

Card# __________________________________________ Exp. date ____________________
Signature _________________________________ Interbank # ______________________
Name _______________________________________
Address ___________________________________
City __________________________ State ________ Zip _________

Canada and Mexico—$22.97 1 year US funds only
Foreign surface—$39.97 1 year US funds drawn on US bank only
Foreign Airmail—Please Inquire
Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.
Look to EEB for all the best from:
AEA Bird
Beckman Bencher
Columbia Dentron
Diawa Fluke
Henry Hitachi
Hustler Hy Gain
ICOM Info-Tech
In-Line Kantronics
KLM Larsen
Leader Lunar
McKay MFJ
Mirage Nye Viking
Palomar Robot
Rohn Sony
Unadilla Vocom
Yaesu HAL
Sanyo Zenith

We carry a complete line of Sanyo and Zenith monitors at special prices. In addition, we stock all necessary components to make up a working OSCAR station. EEB is your one-stop place to shop for Phase IIIIB operating hardware. We’re ready, are you?

1-800-368-3270

Electronic Equipment
Bank

Richard F. Robinson
516 McSwain St. • Vienna, Virginia 22180
(703) 938-3350

Please call us for pricing information:
703-938-3350

Tues. Wed. Fri. 10 A.M.-5 P.M.
Thurs. 10 A.M.-9 P.M. Sat. 10 A.M.-4 P.M.
Closed Sunday and Monday

We accept VISA/MC • Sorry No COD

Plan to visit us the next time you’re in Washington, DC
By Popular Demand . . .

Yaesu’s All-New VHF/UHF Transceivers!

Yaesu is proud to introduce a new generation of computerized VHF and UHF equipment. With the features you have asked for and the quality you demand, these revolutionary transceivers are your passport to the newest frontiers in Amateur Radio!

**FT-290R 2M MULTIMODE PORTABLE**
- Battery Powered (NiCd C-Cells Optional)
- LCD Display with Night Light
- USB/LSB/CW/FM with 2.5W RF Output

An entirely new concept in VHF operating! LCD display with full microprocessor control, 10 memories, two VFO's and multimode flexibility, all from a battery powered package. Telescoping antenna built in. Optional FL-2010 PA and FP-80A AC Supply.

**COMPLETIE: OSCAR STATION**
- FT-480R - 143.5 to 148.5 MHz SSB/CW/FM
- FT-780R - 430-440 MHz SSB/CW/FM
- SC-1 Station Console w/Digital Clock

A complete microprocessor-based communication system with convenient switching of scanning and microphone controls, AC power supply, and 16 button tone pad.

**FT-208R**
- 2 METER FM HAND-HELD!
- LCD Display with Lithium Backup Cell
- Selectable 5 kHz/10 kHz Scanning
- 10 Memories with Auto/Resume Scan
- 16 Button Tone Encoder

Yaesu’s latest thoroughbred for 2 FM is the FT-208R Hand-Held. Four digit LCD display, 10 memories, limited band scan, and priority channel make this the most versatile hand-held ever made available to the amateur fraternity.

**FT-690R**
- 6 M MULTIMODE PORTABLE!
- USB/CW/AM/FM Battery Portable
- LCD Frequency Display with Night Light
- 10 Memories with Lithium Backup Cell

Catch those exciting DX openings with the new FT-690R 6 meter portable. Repeater shift (1 MHz), two scanning steps per mode, and dual VFO's for top flexibility.

**FT-708R**
- 70 CM FM HAND-HELD!
- LCD Display with Lithium Backup Cell
- Selectable 25 kHz/50 kHz Scanning Steps
- 440-450 MHz with 10 Memories
- Memory/Band Scan and Limited Band Scan
- Resume Scan
- 16 Button Tone Encoder

Yaesu leads the way with its pioneering microprocessor controlled 440 MHz hand-held. Priced competitively against much simpler units, the FT-708R system includes a full line of accessories, including CTCSS, NiCd chargers, and remote speaker/microphone options.

Sporting unmatched engineering and manufacturing know-how, Yaesu’s technical staff is committed to pushing the state of the art. Yaesu products are backed by a nationwide dealer network and two factory service centers for your long-term service needs. So when it’s time to upgrade your station equipment, join the thousands of hams that are tired of compromise – join them by investing in Yaesu!

Some accessories pictured above are extra-cost options. See your Yaesu dealer.

Price And Specifications Subjeect To Change Without Notice Or Obligation.

---

**YAESU**

**The radio.**

**YAESU ELECTRONICS CORP.** 6851 Walthall Way, Paramount, CA 90723 • (213) 633-4007
Eastern Service Ctr., 9812 Princeton-Glendale Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45246 • (513) 874-3100
The BEST is still “made in U.S.A.”

American made RF Amplifiers and Watt/SWR Meters of exceptional value and performance.

- 5 year warranty  • prompt U.S. service and assistance

### RF AMPLIFIERS

**2 METERS-ALL MODE**
- B23 2W in = 30W out  
  (useable in: 100 mW-5W)  
  $89.95
- B108 10W in = 80W out  
  (1W = 15W, 2W = 30W) RX preamp  
  $179.95
- B1016 10W in = 160W out  
  (1W = 35W, 2W = 90W) RX preamp  
  $279.95
- B3016 30W in = 160W out  
  (useable in: 15-45W) RX preamp  
  (10W = 100W)  
  $239.95

**220 MHZ ALL MODE**
- C106 10W in = 60W out  
  (1W = 15W, 2W = 30W) RX preamp  
  $199.95
- C1012 10W in = 120W out  
  (2W = 45W, 5W = 90W) RX preamp  
  $289.95
- C22 2W in = 20W out  
  (useable in: 200mW-5W)  
  $89.95

**RC-1 AMPLIFIER REMOTE CONTROL**  
Duplicates all switches, 18’ cable  
$24.95

### WATT/SWR METERS

- peak or average reading  
- direct SWR reading

**MP-1 (HF) 1.8-30 MHz**  
$119.95

**MP-2 (VHF) 50-200 MHz**

**430-450 MHz ALL MODE**
- D24 2W in = 40W out  
  $199.95  
  (1W = 25W)
- D1010 10W in = 100W out  
  (1W = 25W, 2W = 50W) $319.95

Available at local dealers throughout the world.

P.O. Box 1393, Gilroy, CA 95020 (408) 847-1857